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Abstract

This thesis addresses Doppler-robust broadband system design using a wavelet approach'

Doppler dispersion arising from the relative motion of transceivers reduces the reliability

of communication links and complicates receiver design, especially in a broadband wireless

communications system. In this thesis, two extremely different methods - herein termed

,high-Doppler' and 'medium-Doppler' methods - are exploited to cope with the Doppler

dispersion. The high-Doppler method is developed for systems with extremely significant

Doppler, e.g. in underwater acoustic (uwA) communications' The proposed method

aims to resolve the coexisting multiple Doppler scales, and takes advantage of the mul-

tipath and Doppler scaling as another dimension of diversity rather than an impediment

to be eliminated. The medium-Doppler method deals with Doppler dispersions smaller

than those in the high-Doppler method, but stiil sufficiently significant to impair the ef-

fectiveness of the conventional Doppler compensation methods. This scale of Doppler can

be found in many systems of radio vehicular communications' The proposed medium-

Doppler method targets at improving the inherent robustness of the signal format rather

than any forms of Doppler estimation and compensation techniques' More specifically,

the method is developed in the context of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing

(OFDM)-based broadband wireless communications'

The above two methods addressing the Doppler are made possible by the development

of a new family of wavelets, the complex rational orthogonal wavelets (CRO\Ms), based on

the rational multiresolution analysis (MRA) framework. Theorems for the construction

of the CROWs and a detailed study of their properties are presented in the first part of

the thesis. The good time-frequency localisation and orthogonality of the CR,C)Ws form

the basis of a CROW-based OFDM scheme presented in the second part of the thesis.
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Abstract

The high- and medium-Doppler methods are then detailed in two applications of the

CROWs - the application to UIMA communications and the application to radio vehicular

comrpunications with OFDM-based mobile wireless local area network (WLAN) as a
special case. In addition to the above two applications coping with the Doppler dispersion,

another direct application of the proposed CRO\Ms in broadband wireless communications

is the design of ultra-wideband (U\^/B) pulses using wavelet basis of the CROWs. These

three applications organised into three chapters of the thesis cover the characterisation of
CROW's application in single carrier modulation with the first two applications an¡f in
multicarrier modulation with the third application.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Background

1.1.1 Doppter Effect in Broadband Communications

Doppler dispersion arising from the relative motion of transceivers plays a significant role

in many communication systems. In the narrowband case where the carrier frequency is

much greater than the transmission bandwidth, the received signal is only a frequency-

translated version of the transmitted signal. Doppler estimation can then be simplified

to the estimation of the Doppler frequency offset. For a broadband signal, constituent

frequency components suffer from random phase and magnitude distortion. The received

signal exhibits multirate temporal scaling rather than frequency translation only' Fre-

quency translation and slope mismatch thus jointly contribute to severe degradation of

the correlation performance in the receiver.

Combined with multipath channel geometry, the Doppler effect leads to the important

characteristics of a multipath/Doppler channel as mentioned in [64]: for narrowband signal

propagation, a multipath/Doppler channel exhibits 1) rapid changes in signal strength

in a small interval, 2) random frequency modulation due to varying Doppler shifts on

different multipath signals, and 3) time dispersion caused by multipath propagation delay

(frequency-selective fading). In contrast, in the broadband case, the received signal will be

distorted but the signal strength does not change rapidly in time. Moreover, the Doppler

causes time scaling of the signal rather than a frequency shift as in the narrowband case.
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1.1 Motivation and Background

The multipath/Doppler channel therefore exhibits random scaling due to varying Doppler
scales on diffelent multipath signals. Examples of the multipath/Doppler channel include

the underwater acoustic (UWA) channel with mobile transceiver platforms and raclio

vehicular communications. In general, the frequency dependent Doppler factor definecl

as thc Doppler shift to carrier frequency ratio [40] is orr the order of 10-7 or less for
cellular vehicular communications [40], but could reach the order of 10-2 for vehicular
UWA communications [70].

In the context of UWA communications, many broadband Doppler compensation

methods have been developed under a similar structure of time-scaling estimation fol-
lowed by multilate lesampling [93],[63],[17],[70],[42]. In these cases, Doppler estimation
is obtained by transrnitting a wideband probe at the start of the data packet. A Doppler
pre-processor at the receiver estimates the delay and scale by calculating the ambigu-

ity function of the known probe signal. The residual Doppler is then processecl by a

subsequent equalizer embedded with a phase-locked loop (PLL). However, for a multi-
path/Doppler channel, since multiple scales co-exist on clifferent multipath signals, the
scale estimation followed by resampling structure will inevitablv suffer from the residual

Doppler because an average Doppler scale estimation has to be made before the resam-

pling process.

In radio commttnications, a, dorninant broadband technology is the orthogonal fre-

quencv division multiplexing (OFDM) and its varieties such as coded OFDM (COFDM),
orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) and multicarrier code division
multiple access (MC-CDMA). Attractive features of an OFDM transmission system in-
clude fast modulation/demodulation algorithms based on fast Fourier transform (FFT),
high spectral efficiency ancl the robustness over a multipath fading channel. However, it
is well known that a pure OFDM scheme is very sensitive to Doppler which impairs the

orthogonality of OFDM subcarriers and causes intercarrier interference (ICI). In compar-

ison to a single frequency shift in the signal caused by the frequency offset between the

Iocal oscillators at the tlansmitter and receiver, the Doppler effect leacls to a spread of
frequency shifts of a wideband OFDM signal. As detailed in [69], various approaches to
mitigate the frequency shifts proposed in the literature could be classified into two cate-

gories. One is based on the estimation and removal of the frequency offset [77], [54], [98].
The other is based on signal processing and/or coding techniques to recluce the sensitivity
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Chapter 1 lntroduction

of the OFDM system to the frequency offset, e.g., the wavelet-based OFDM [51], window-

ing/pulse shaping OFDM [59], polynomial coding based OFDM [100], correlative coding

based OFDM [99] and forward error correction coding based OFDM [66].

In general, the approaches in the first category require high computational complexity

because the correction procedure alone involves interpolation or multiplication of the

received signal with an estimated sinusoidal signal [69]. The approaches in the second

category have lower computational complexity than those in the first category and are

more desirable for the mitigation of ICI caused by the Doppler dispersion. However,

different approaches in the second category also vary in the computational complexity,

the tolerance of ICI, and the degradation of spectrum efficiency, among which a tradeoff

has to be made. With increased vehicle speed that causes more severe ICI, the existing

ICI mitigation approaches become more computationally complex, Iess spectral-efficient

or simply do not work.

As a strong candidate for broadband wireless communications, OFDM is adopted

in many standard,s, e.g., ItrEE 802.11 [5] and IEEE 802.16 [ti] which are intended for

stationary or low mobility users. To address high speed mobility, a draft of 802'20 specifi-

cation [3] was balloted and approved on January 18th, 2006, and the IEEE 802.11p [a] is

currently under development. The formal 802.11p standard is scheduled to be published

in July 2008. As a key technique in high mobility OFDM based wireless standards, an

OFDM scheme that could cope with high mobile velocities in radio vehicular communi-

cation environments is an active research topic and is considered a 4G technology [36],

which requires further research effects.

1.1.2 Wavelet-based Signal Processing ¡n Communications

As a versatile signal processing tool, the wavelet theory has found various applications in

communications, including wavelet-based channel modelling [39], channel estimation [52],

pulse design [61], signal detection [30], and wavelet-based multicarrier modulation (MCM) [44]

Among them, the wavelet-based MCM or wavelet-based OFDM, has drawn most of the

attention and research effects. To distinguish the wavelet-based OFDM from the conven-

tional OFDM, we classify the OFDM schemes into two categories according to the type

of subcarrier pulse shaping filters: the DFT-based OFDM and the wauelet-based OFDM.

A brief review of these two categories is as follows.
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1.1 Motivation and Background

I) The DFT-based OFDM: The subcarriers are sinusoidal signals. The modulation and

demodulation can be implemented by IDFT and DFT. The most traditional OFDM is
the DFT-based OFDM with rectangular pulses. Cyclic prefix (CP) is added to suppress

inter-symbol interference (ISI) which decreases the spectrum efficiency. The problem with
this class of OFDM schemes is the large sidelobes of the subcarr=iel specirurl which may

cause severe inter-carrier interference (ICI) because the frequency dispersion of the chan-

nel results in the loss of orthogonality among subcarriers. More efforts have been made

to design smoother optimal shapirrg pulses with reduced sidelobes and improved orthog-

onality through frequency dispersive channels [78], [19].

2) The Wauelet-based OFDM: The subcarriers are the orthogonal wavelet bases of the

wavelet subspaces. The modulation and demodulation can be implemented by inverse

discrete wavelet transform (IDWT) and discrete wavelet transform (DWT). Due to bet-

ter time-frequency localisation, the wavelet-based OFDM offers improved ISI cancellation

without the need of CP, and better ICI mitigation performance in time-dispersive channels

because of the reduced spectrum sidelobes.

A large variety of wavelet-based MCM schemes have been proposed such as fractal
modulation [84], [12], dyadic wavelet-based OFDM [60], wavelet packet division multi-
plexing (WPDM) [51], [86], 1971,149], [31] and multi-wavelet packet modutation [88]. In
these schemes, dyadic wavelets/wavelet packets are used because of the availability of fast

transform algorithms based on the fundamental work of Mallat [5b].

Wavelet-base pulse design also plays an important role in the wavelet-based com-

munication applications. In particular, the wavelet-basecl ultra-wideband (UWB) pulse

design has drawn mole and more attention because of the potential of UWB technology

in many wireless applications. A U\MB impulse radio (IR) system features very short

pulses of the ordel of nanoseconds as the transmission signal and operates at baseband

without the involvement of carrier-s. Based on the Federal Communications Commission

(FCC)'s regulation on the UWB spectrum from 3.1 to 10.6 GHz , a UWB pulse has to be

carefullv designed to conform to the FCC spectrum mask. Popular UWB pulses inclucle

the 2nd derivative of Gaussian, Rayleigh pulse and orthogonal Hermite pulses [7], [38].

Variant wavelet-based UWB pulses are also proposed in [8], [b6], [61], [96], [25] based on

B-spline wavelet, modulated Gaussian u'avelet, Haar rvavelet ancl wavelet packets.
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Chapter 1 lntroduction

lWith the development of the wavelet theory, numerous wavelets have been devel-

oped., to name a few, Daubechies wavelets [27], Symlet wavelets [27], Coiflet wavelets [27],

Meyer wavelet [27], Morlet wavelet [27], complex Gaussian wavelets [2], complex Morlet

wavelets [76] and complex frequency B-spline wavelets [76], each of which satisfies some

but not all of the wavelet properties including the smoothness/order of. zeto moments, sup-

port in the time and frequency domains, symmetry, orthogonatity/biorthogonality and the

availability of a fast transform algorithm. It is worth noting that complex wavelets fea-

turing both amplitude and phase information outperform real valued wavelets (featuring

only the amplitude information) in many applications where local phase information of

signals or images is needed. There are a number of ways to construct complex wavelets

with variant properties. Complex Gaussian, complex Morlet and complex frequency B-

spline wavelets are defined in the time domain with explicit expressions [76]. They are

not orthogonal and compactly supported, therefore there are no discrete wavelet trans-

forms (DWT) or FIR analysis/synthesis filters. Complex wavelets were also constructed

by designing complex conjugate quadrature filters (CQFs) which lead to the associated

complex wavelets [48]. Further efforts have been focused on the design of pairs of wavelet

filters to achieve desired orthogonality and symmetry properties of complex wavelet trans-

forms [46], [63], [75].

While the existing wavelets find more applications in communications, emerging

communication techniques call for the construction of new wavelets with desired proper-

ties that suit specific communication applications, and further drive the development of

wavelet theory.

1.2 Outline of the thesis

The thesis addresses Doppler-robust system design in broadband wireless communlca-

tions using a wavelet approach. For different scales of Doppler dispersions, two different

methods - herein termed 'high-Doppler' and 'medium-Doppler' methods - are exploited.

The high-Doppler method is developed for systems with extremely significant Doppler,

e.g. in UWA communications. The proposed method takes advantage of the multipath

and Doppler scaling as another dimension of diversity rather than an impediment to be

eliminated. The medium-Doppler method deals with Doppler dispersions smaller than
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1.2 Outline of the thesis

those in the high-Doppler method, but still significant to impair the effectiveness of the

conventional Doppler compensation methods. This scale of Doppler can be found in many

systems of radio vehicular communications. The proposed medium-Doppler method tar-
gets at ìmproving the inherent robustness of the signal format rather than any forms of
Doppler estimation and compensation techniques.

The above two methods addressing the Doppler are made possible by the development

of a new family of wavelets, the complex rational orthogonal wavelets (CR,OWs), based on

the rationaÌ multiresolution analysis (MRA) framework. Theorems for the construction

of the CROWs and a detailed study of their properties are presented in chapler 2.

Given the fact that OFDM is a dominant technology in broadband wireless com-

munications, the medium-Doppler method is developed in the context of OFDM-based

broadband wireless cornmunications. Utilising the wavelets proposed in chapter 2, the

construction of a new OFDM scheme - the CROW-based OFDM is presented in chapter

3.

Three applications of the CROWs are then detailed in the following three chapters.

Chapter 4 presents the high-Doppler method for UWA communications using wavelet

pulse signalling in the transmitter. A transmultiplexer system model is presented to
characterise the multiscale nature of the channel and the recovery of scale-compensated

signal based on perfect reconstruction (PR) wavelet filter banks (FBs).

The meclium-Doppler method is presented in the context of radio vehicular communi-

cations with OFDM-based mobile wireless local area netwolk (WLAN) as a special case.

The application of the CROWs in this broadband cornmunication scenario is presented in
chapter 6, where a multiband (MB) CROW-based OFÐM scheme is proposed particularly

for high mobility WLAN applications.

In addition to the two applications of CRO\Ms to cope with the Doppler dispersion,

another direct application of the proposed CRO\A¡s in broadband communications is the

clesign of UWB pulses based on the wavelet basis of the CROWs. It is worth noting that
due to the carrier-less nature of the UWB impulse radio (IR) communication, M-ary PSK

modulation schemes are not yet considered for U\ /B single-band system because it is a
modulation method that is closely related to the phase of sinusoiclal ca,r-r'iers. Therefore,

current UWB pulses are based on real signals. In chapter 5, we demonstrate that PSK
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Chapter 1 lntroduction

modulation is possible for UWB IR by introducing complex UWB pulses. Two design

examples of complex U\MB pulses are presented in chapter 5'

Considering that the applications of the CROWs in UWA and UWB communications

have the same nature of single carrier modulation while the WLAN application involves

multicarrier modulation, the application of CROWs to UWB IR is arranged as a chapter

right after chapter 4. Therefore, the three applications cover the characterisation of

CRO\M's application in single carrier modulation with the first two applications (chapter

4 and b) and in multicarrier modulation with the third application (chapter 6).

The summary of main contributions of the thesis and the reflections on future work

are presented in chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Real and Complex Rational

Orthogonal 'Wavelets

2.1 lntroduction

This chapter presents the wavelet theory that forms the basis of the work in subsequent

chapters where the wavelet theory is applied to broadband communications. In this

chapter, a generalised method is proposed to construct real rational orthogonal wavelets

(RROWs) and complex rational orthogonal wavelets (CROWs) under the framework of

rational multiresolution analysis, MRA(M), where M is a rational number. Based on the

fundamental work on RROWs by Auscher [14] and Baussard in [16], we derive explicit

formulae for a class of RROWs with rational dilation factor of a: f , which is a special

case of more general definition of RROWs proposed in [16]. A new family of wavelets, the

CROWs, is then constructed based on the rational MRA structure of the RR,OWs.

It has been pointed out that we can always take the Hilbert transform of one wavelet

to form another wavelet [68]. We give a theoretical verification of this argument and

prove that complex wavelets with nice properties can be derived based on the two related

wavelets. Theorems and examples are given for the construction of CRO\Ms with the

rational orthogonal property and whose real and imaginary parts form an exact Hilbert

transform pair. Since the classical Mallat's MRA is a special case of the rational MRA(M)

wilh M : 2, these theorems also hold for the construction of complex dyadic wavelets.

Based on two real rational MRA(a) or a complex rational MRA(ø) with ø : +,4 new

å,

p
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2.2 Real Rational Orthogonal Wavelets (RRow)

class of CROWs is constructed. Besides the benefit it achieves by capturing the phase

information which the real valued wavelets lack, it has the unique rational orthogonal

property which is suited for specific application scenarios where binary orthogonality
achieved by dyadic wavelets is not sufficient for the scale resolution.

The properties of RROWs and CROWs are investigated including the scale orthogo-

nality, shift orthogonality, time-frequency localisation property and fast wavelet transform

(FWT) algorithm. The connection of ttre FWT structure with the rational sampling fil-
terbank (FB) design is also discussed.

The chapter is organised as follows. In section2.2, theorems for the construction of
the RROWs are presented. Examples of the constructed RROWs are given. Section 2.3

examines the time-frequency localisation property of RROWs. The theorems for the

constr-uction of the CROWs are presented in section 2.4. Section 2.5 presents the FWT
algorithms for RROWs and CROWs. The connection of the FWT structure with the

rational sampling FBs is discussed in section 2.6. The computational complexity of the

FWT algorithm is examined in section2.7. Section 2.8 presents the conclusions of this
chapter.

2.2 Real Rational Orthogonal Wavelets (RROW )

Real rational orthogonal wavelets were derived under the framework of a rational MRA
proposed by P. Auscher- in [14], who proved that given any rational number ArI > I, there

exists a finite set, y'1 , ,þ2, ..., tf;¿, of functions in 1,2(llR) such that the family 114i lz1þn(Mi r -
k), j,k e Z, I { n I (.,is an orthonormal basis for Z2(lR). An MRA with rational clilation

factor A1[ was defined by:

Definition l: An orthonormal MRA /or I2(R) w'ith di,tation factor M (denoted by

MRA(M)) cons'ists of a collectionV¡, j e Z, of subspaces such that

z)V¡cV¡¡y,VjeZ;
ir') )¡rzV¡: {0} andl),rrV¡ is dense i,n L2(R);

ttt) f (r) €Vi ,f and only tf f (Mr) €V¡+t;
'iu) there erists a function ó(") e Vo such that {þ(r - k), k e Z}, forms an orthonormal

basis for Vs.
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Chapter 2 Real and Comp lex Rational Orthogonal Wavelets

LetW¡ be the orthogonal complement of V¡ inV¡¡1. The following theorem for the wavelet

basis related to an MRA(M) is borrowed from [14]:

Theorem 1: Wi,th the Defi,niti,on 1 and assuming M : l, p and q bei'ng relati'uely

pri,me,integers withp> q> 7, there erists a set of p-q wauelet funct'ionsth,rþ2,"' ,rþr-o

i,nWo suchthatthe collecti'on of functions ()t4;"((l)i"-kq),k,i e Z, l1n{P-Q,

forms an orthonormal wauelet basis /or 12(1R).

It was further pointed out that the number of wavelets in 1416 does not depend on the

choice of the ry'¿'s and the choice of the Ty'¿'s is not unique. Associated examples of scal-

ing/wavelet basis functions with analytic expressions in frequency domain were presented.

By permitting more general types of roll-off in the transition bands of the frequency spec-

trum, this class of wavelets were generalised by Baussard in [16]. The definition of the

RROWs was given as follows.

Let y(u) be an even and C."(R) function defined by

x@): (2 1)

where M : plq, p : q! L, a : (q- e)r, b: (q+ e)r, e€ [0, (1 + M)-t] and B being an

odd and C""(R) function such as

Ya e ler,*-], þ(r) :

and u is in radians. Then the scaling function /(t) is defined as

0,

[+0@-er),
11

2)

i-Pffi-qr),
0,

ø e [0,o]

u e la,b]

u e lb, Ma)

u elMa,Mb)

a e lMb, *-),

7f

4
(2.2)

(2 3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

Õ(ø) :
cos(x(ø)), lrl 3 (q - e)r

0, elsewhere

where A(ø) is the Fourier transform (FT) of /(ú), defined as

e(ø) : 
li_ftt)"-t"or.

The wavelef ,þ(t) is also defined by its FT as

v(ø) : sgn(ø+1)1ø; sin(v(u))e-ii,
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2.2 Real Rational Orthogonal Wavelets (RRow)

where sgn(.) is the sign function defined by

sgn(r) :
r>0
f:0

r <0.

1 * cos(r)
"2
a: 3r2-2r3,

a : 1or3-rlra+615,

a : 35ra - 8415 + 7o16 - 2017,

Qn)-à,

efl-t cos(fg(frlul - ù),
0,

1

0 (2 6)

1

To construct y(a) within the interval [a, b] andlMa, Mbl, afew construction functions

\/ere proposed in [16]:

which lead to different number of derivatives at end points (while t : 0,1) and the

corresponding fast decay property of the wavelet. A filter bank interpretation of Auscher's

rational MRA and fast synthesis/analysis algorithms implemented in frequency domain

were proposed in [16].

Note that the parameter e controls the length of the constant passband (fb,Mal)
between two transition bands ([ø,b] and lMa,Mbl). An illustration of the spectra of
rational wavelets with q :2 and with different e values is shown in Fig. 2.1.

Similarly, this thesis is restricted to a study of the wavelet cases where M :1+f and

therefore a single þ(t) can be chosen with the desired regularity and decay properties. In
the sequel, we will denote scaling factors of this form by ¿. We derive explicit formulae [90]

for a special case of rational wavelets defined in (2.5) with rational dilation factors of
o : T : 1 + I ancl with the constraint that its spectrum has no constant passband

between two transition bands (e : 1ar!) The corresponding definition of the rational
scaling function þ(t) in the frequency domain can be derived as

(2 7)

(2 8)

(2 s)

(2 10)

lrl { r'
u1l lul1u2

l,l > ,,,
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Chapter 2 Real and Complex Rational Orthogonal Wavelets
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È
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(a) Spectra of RROW with q : 2, and e : 0 shown in the front

0.¡
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(b) Spectra of RROW with q :2, and, e: fr : f shown in the fronr

Figure 2.1. Spectra of RROW with q :2 and with different e values
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2.3 Time-Frequency !-ocalisation Property of RROW

and the definition of the rational wavelet function tþ(t) as

v(ø) :
(2n)-i"iY sin(fp(ftl4 - q)),

(2r)-i"iY cos([0(];lrl - q)),

0,

where

a1 l lal 1u2

a2l lal1a3

lul f la1,.",s),

(2.12)

{'Ð1

A2

{n3

Ø-ffii"
aat

{'Ð1 (2.13)

The construction function p(t) is selected to be the form of equation (2.10). The well-

known Nleyer wavelet is actually one typical case of this class of wavelets by letting q : l
and thus a:217.

Deflning ,þ*"(t) : ¡;n/zt¡t(a*t - nq), where k,n e Z, a: ff, ø € Z+, the wavelet

basis function tþ(t) has the orthogonality property that

,þn"(t)rþu"(t)dt : 6n-tõ*-n, k,,l,m,n e Z, (2.14)

where õn,n, e Z is the Kroneclçer Delta function. The collection of functions Tanl2qQtkt -
nq), k,n, e 7Zj forms an orthonormal basis for tr2(lR).

The waveforms of the defined wavelets with q:I,2, and 3, are shown in Fig. 2.2.

2.3 Time-Frequency Localisation Property of RROW

In this section, the time-frequency localisation property of the RROW is examined. A
good time-frequency localisation of a wavelet is a desirable property in many applications,
e.g., the multicarrier modulation using wavelet basis functions as the orthogonal subcarri-
ers [35]. In a multicarrier modulation system, a good time-frequency localisation property

will reduce the intersymbol interference (ISI) and intercarrier interference (ICI) caused by
the loss of orthogonality between subcarriers in a time-frequency dispersive channel [3b].

With the definition of the RROW wavelet in the frequency domain, its time-frequency
dispersion product, LW LT, can be calculated analytically based on the definition of

aQz a2
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Figure 2.2. Real rat¡onal orthogonal wavelets with q : 1, 2 and 3

LW Laf [35]. For a given waveform g(ú) centered around (0,0), the dispersion product of

frequency dispersion LW and time dispersion a? are defined by

(4")' : l* t'ls(t)l'zat

(^w)' r'GU)l'd.Ï, (2.15)

where G(/) is the frequency spectrum of g(ú) and / is in Hz. The calculated dispersion

products for the RROW wavelets vary slightly with different q values and are listed in

Table 2.1.

Comparing to the Heisenberg unceïtainty lower bound achieved by a Gaussian pulse,

LW L:f : 0.0796, the dispersive products of the RROW wavelets have an excess of about

25To. Thts time-frequency localisation property is close to that of the Nyquist filter with

spectrum cosine roll-off factòr o" : 0.85 [35].

-^,.¡A

f,,r'^,--

,Á lÀ.^.^-------
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2.4 Complex Rational Orthogonal Wavelets (cRow)

Table 2.1. Time-frequency dispersion products of RROW wavelets

q AWAT
1 0.1058

o 0.1013

3 0.1002

+ 0.0997

5 0.0995

6 0.0e94

I 0.0992

20 0.0991

40 0.0990

100 0.0990

The time-frequency localisation property of the RROW wavelet with q : 2 is exam-

ined by plotting its ambiguity function and comparing with the optimal Gaussian pulse

and rectangular pulse as shown in Fig. 2.3, Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.6. Because the RROW
wavelet is a passband signal, the ambiguity function of its envelope function is plotted
in Fig. 2.4 in order to illustrate its localsation property more clearly. We see that the

RROW wavelet has good localisation in both the time and the frequency domain, while

the rectangular pulse has strong sidelobes in the frequency domain.

2.4 Complex Rational Orthogonal Wavelets (CROW)

In this section we propose a new family of complex wavelets - the complex rational or-

thogonal wavelets (CROWs) based on the RROWs. Assume there is an MRA(a), where

a:L+ | and /(ú) and tþ(t) are the related scaling function and wavelet function respec-

tively. We claim that:

1) The collection of V, j e Z, where U : {Ðrîr$çait_ tc¡, {b*} e (.2}, fotms an-

other MRA(a) where ô(¿) ir the Hilbert transform of þ(t).
2) LeL W¡ A" the orthogonal complement of V¡ init¡*r, th"r" exists a wavelet function
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Chapter 2 Real and Complex Rational Orthogonal Wavelets

$çt¡ in Ûo such that the co lection of function" {rþn,,(t) ': s-L$lait - kq), i,k e Z}

forms an orthonormal wavelet basis for,L2(lR) where i 1t; ir the Hilbert transform of tþ(t).

The above claims can be further summarised by the following theorem'

Theorem 2: If there are a scali,ng function S(t) and a wauelet basis functi'on tþ(t)

assoc,iated,withanMRA(a) d,efi,ned,inDefini,ti,onlanda:L+l,q€Z+,theHi'lbert
transform of rþ(t), rtt(t) ¡t also a wauelet basis funct'ion associated with anotlter MRA(a)

wi,th the orthogonali,tA, Ï rþr^(t)rþn*(t)dt : õn-¿6--n, k,l,n'r,n € Z, such that the col-

lection of functiont {'ûn,^Q) ,: a-kl"rÎ(akt - nQ), k,n € Z} is an orthonormal basis of

¿r(R). There erists the correspond,i,ng scali,ng function $çt¡ ,nl"n i,s the Hi'Ibert transform

oÍ ó(t).

The proof of Theorem 2 is given in Appendix A. Define complex functions, Ó+(t) :

ó(t) + ió(t), and ll.,.(f) : rþ(t) + i,"î)(t) Under the condition that

<',þn,.(t),rþr,^(t) t - 0, k,n,l,m e Z, (2.16)

we have the following theorem.

Theorem 3: If there erist a scaling funct'ion þ(t) and a wauelet basis function tþ(t)

associated,with an MRA(a), a:l+ä, q€Z+, the complerfuncti'onrþ+(t) satisfyi'ngth'e

cond,,ition (2.16), is a compler wauelet bas'is funct'ion assoc'iated with a compler MRA(a) for

a compler functional space L2(R) with the orthogonality, [ ,þ*,n"(t)',þ\,h(t)dt : õk-¿õ*-n,

k,l,m,n e V,, such that the collect'ion of compler functi,ons {rþ*,n (t) ,: Srr-t"lzrþ*(oot-
ne), k,n e V.\ ,is an orthonormal basi,s of the compler ualued ¿'(R) . The compler functi'on

þ¡(t) is the correspondi'ng compler scali'ng function.

The proof of Theorem 3 is verified immediately based on the two real MRA(ø)s

and the orthogonality between the two sets of real wavelet subspaces. Notice that the

condition (2.16) imposes a constraint on the spectrum of tþ(t) t]nat

= [/- 
v(akø)v.( a)e-iuø(akn-*)drf :0, k,n,,m € z, (2'17)

where S[.] returns the imaginary part of a complex signal. It can be easily proved that

the Littlewood-Paley wavelet [16] satisfies orthogonality for the complex MRA exactly.

We will also give examples that satisfy this condition approximately, while finding other

appropriate wavelets with the exact constraint is still an ongoing question.
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2.4 Complex Rational Orthogonal Wavelets (CROW)

It is worth noting that the Hilbert transform cancels the mean value of the signal,

therefore the spectrum of i(t) has a cliscontinuity at zero frequency, ô10; : O. This

discontinuity can be neglected if we use signals of zero mean or with the mean value

(the direct current (DC) component) removed before processing which is the case for

rnost of the signal processing problems. For the spectrum equality l.ù(")l : lÕ(ø)l ancl

{ó¡(t-k),k, j e Z} beingthe Riesz basisr of V¡ and U,rrt,: ¿,(R) to be exact, we may

define.Î,10¡ uaaitionally by lô(0)l : l,îr(0*)l or l.ô(O-)l in order to retax the constrainr on

the spaces {ti, j e Z} spanned by functions with zero mean. The wavelet subspaces Û¡
are not affected by this property of Hilbert transform because of the bandpass property

of tþ(t).

Notice that with the rnethod proposed in this thesis, the two MRA(a)s related to

{ó(t),þ(t)} and {O(t),',¿1t¡1 nu"" the same two-scale relations between the neighboring

subspaces. For the dyadic case (a : 2), Selecnick [68] proposed another way that leads to
a pair of wavelets forming the Hilbert transform pair by designing two sets of lowpass and

highpass filters that converge to the corresponding scaling functions and wavelets. One of
the scaling functions is the time-shifted version of the other by j. tt is different from the

Hilbert transform relation of the scaling functions in this thesis because the two MRA(2)s
in [68] are based on two different sets of two-scale relations. This observation infers that
for- the same Hilbert transform pair of wavelets, the relation between the two scaling

functions is not unique depending on the two-scale relations between the neighboring

subspaces of the two MRA(a)s.

Based on the example of RROW wavelets defined in the last section, we could develop

a family of CROWs forming the complex MRA approximately. Based on the definition
in equation (2.72), we deline the complex wavelet function as

'rþ*(t): rþ(t) + irþ(t), (2 18)

where T/(ú) has the frequency spectrurn defined in (2.12), ana $(l is the Hilbert transform

of tþ(t) and is defined in the frequencS, domain by

ù(ar) : -j sgn(ø)ù(ø),

lSee Appendix A'.2 for a definition of Riesz basis.
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part of ,tt? tt¡ (c) Spectrum amplitude of both real and imaginary parts. (d) Modulus

or r¡;f)çt¡. (e) Angle or rpf)1t¡. (f) Spectrum amplitude or,pf)1t¡'

where sgn(.) is the sign function defined by

sgn(r) :
1,

0, (2.20)

1

The real part and imaginary part of the complex wavelet form a Hilbert transform pair.

,þ+(t) is actually the analytic form of the RROW Ú(¿).

We see that three wavelets are obtained based on the definitions in (2-L2), (2.i9)

and (2.18) respectively. The first two, þ(t) and,$çt) "t" 
real wavelets and the third one

,þ*(t) is a complex wavelet þt(t) and T/1(ú) are symmetric and ',¿1t; i. anti-symmetric.

The frequency spectrum of the complex wavelet, V*(r) is supported on ø ) 0' Three

examples of designed complex wavelets are shown in Fig. 2.7, Fig' 2'8 and Fig' 2'9'

To examine the validity of the orthogonality condition on the wavelet spectrum as

shown in equation (2.LT), we calculate the cross correlation of the scaled and shifted

wavelet basis functions, .R¿,,, :< ú(akt).,rÎr(t - nq) >. The correlation parameters for

two wavelets with Ç:L,2,3 are plotted in Fig. 2.10. Although the spectrum constraint

in (2.I7) does not hold exactly for all CROWs when k : 0,1, the orthogonality condition

I
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2.4 Complex Rational Orthogonal Wavelets (cRow)
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Figure 2.8. Complex rational orthogonal.,wavelet with dilation factor of 3f2. (")-(f) show the

corresponding figures for tþl '(t) as specified in Fig. 2.7.
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Figure 2.10. Cross correlation of the scaled and shifted wavelet basis functions.

holds with high fidelity except for the complex Meyer wavelet (q : 1). It has relatively

large correlation at n : 1 within one scale (k : 0), which indicates that the complex

Meyer wavelet retains good scale and shift orthogonality except for the shift orthogonality

of integer 1. Notice the difference that the real Meyer wavelet (RRO\M with q : 1) has

this shift orthogonality of integer 1. Although strictly not accurate, we still refer to the

complex Meyer wavelet as one of the CROWs based on its scale orthogonality and shift

orthogonality of integer n ) I, and study its properties together with the other CR,OWs.

Another interesting finding about the shift orthogonality of the CROWs is that, in

addition to the theoretical integer q shift orthogonality for the CRO'W with scale factor

of a : 1, + Llq which is proved under the rational MRA framework, all CROWs retain a

shift orthogonality of integer 2. This orthogonality does not hold exactly but with high

fidelity. A proof of this shift-2 orthogonality is detailed in Appendix 4.4.
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x¡[rJ

xrir[zl

Ì¡+r[¿]

Figure 2.11. Analysis filter bank of real rational orthogonal wavelet 1p : q+1)

2.5 Fast Wavelet Transform Algorithms

2.5.1 Time-doma¡n Real FWT Algorithm for RROWs

In Baussard's paper [16], the fast algorithm for RROWs was given and implemented in
the frequency domain. The corresponding pyramid analysis and synthesis algorithms for

real ROW with ø : + are shown in Fig. 2.11 and Fig.2.72.

The lowpass filters are computed by

H,(r) : Jãry4e-in*, (2.2r)' o(r)
where n:0,... ,8 - 1. The highpass filter is given by

G('' -Ú(au)) : /oãõ. (222)

For simplicity, the notations H"(r) and G(ø) are used which are also known as

H,(ei'¡ and G(ei') for discrete filters. The filters are of infinite length in the time

domain, therefore the pyramid algorithm in [16] was implemented in the frequency domain

in order to take advantage of the definition of filters in the frequency domain. However,

the time domaiu FB algorithm might be preferable to the block-by-block algorithm in

the frequency domain, especially for communications applications. We therefore propose

an FIR approximation of the fast analysis and synthesis algorithms not restricted to the

perfect reconstruction property but with a fidelity that suits communications applications.

Following the FB construction for the dyadic Meyer wavelet as shown in [80], we give

the example of FB construction for the CROW wavelet with q : 2 and a : T : t.
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x¡rtln)

x,ln)

t¡,tÍn]

Figure 2.12. Synthesis filter bank of real rational orthogonal wavelet 1p : q*1)

The filters h,fn] and glnl are constructed by synchronous sampling of the continuous

fiIters h*(t) and,g(ú) which are numerically constructed based on their definitions in the

frequency domain by (2.21) and, (2.22). The lowpass and highpass synthesis filters holr],

/r,1þr.] and gln) arc shown in the Fig. 2.13. Note that to conform to the spectrum of the

continuous filters hr(t) and g(ú), the sampling rate f" is selected to be greater than or

equal to the Nyquist rate f Nuøuist - n + ffi instead of 1. In Fig. 2'13, the sampling

rate is l" : Q + Il2 : 2.5. Accordingly, the analysis FB for time-frequency analysis

applications would require over-sampled input signals (2.5 times the Nyquist sampling

rate). Notice that the constructed filters holnl, hlnl and glnl are therefore related to a

redundant MRA structure of a frame {rþ[|lj,r(t) ': stúçait-kbo), a: ?2, bo: l"], rather

than an R-wavelet {rþ\?),r!), a: t} (refer to Appendix 4.2 for the definitions of frame

and R-wavelet). This redundancy leads to the shift-invariance property of the FB which

is closely related to the issue of synchronisation for communication applications' A proof

of the shift-invariance property is presented in section 2.6.

As a verification of the equality of the direct \MT and the tree-structured F\ /T

algorithms, we examine the convergence of the iteration of the synthesis filters. Based on

the two-scale relation of the rational MRA as shown in equations (2.21) and (2.22),lhere

aïe

o(aø)

v(aø)

: o-È H,@)"¡'*Q(u)
: 

"-àc@)o(r).

(2.23)

(2.24)
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Figure 2.13. Synthesis filters h0, h1, g for real rational orthogonal wavelet (a : 312)

Therefore, the wavelet function can be generated by

v(r) o-lG(o-'r)Õ(ø-1ø)

0

o- ï G @-r r) ff{"- L n *(a- k u) ei ""-1ø-tr, }Õ (0),
oo

lr--2

(2.25)

(2.26)

where O(0) : 1. Based on the filters shown in Fig. 2.13, the wavelet function ,¡;{ÐQ) can

be generated by the iteration of g and h0 (n:0), or g and hr (n: 1). Fig. 2.14 shows

the comparison of the real ROW wavelet ,¡ttÊ) (fi and the output of 2, 4 and 6 iterations of
the constructed synthesis filters. The resemblance of the wavelet function and iteration

outputs demonstrates good convergence of the tree-structured FWT.

2.5.2 Time-doma¡n FWT Algorithm for CROWs

The IWT/WT FB for RROWs fäcilitates pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) for RROW-

based signalling [90]. In comparison, the CRO\Ms form complex signalling pulses and

facilitate the transmission of complex symbols for phase-shift keying (PSK) modulation or

.t,ì v-(r Lrl

I

o

J ¿r''r r) !, o
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Figure 2.14. Convergence of iterated FB to the wavelet function

quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) As shown in section 2.5.1, the tree-structured

IWT/WT FB for RRO'Ws is based on the real MRA structure and the related real scaling

and wavelet filters. For CROWs, a complex MRA is involved. As discussed in [92], for

a complex wavelet ,þ*(t) whose real and imaginary parts (t/(ú) anaT¿it;) form a Hilbert

transform pair, the way it related to a complex MRA structure is not unique. It depends

on the two-scale relations between the neighboring subspaces of the two real MRA(ø)s

related to real wavelets þ(t) and,,i (t) t""p""tively.

Based on a known real MRA denoted by its wavelet and scaling function {rþ(t),Ó(t)},

we seek the construction of another real MRA whose wavelet function is Ti (t), and the

construction of a complex MRA whose wavelet function is r/a(ú) : ,þ(t) + irþ(t) One

solution could be found in [67] for dyadic wavelets. Based on the known real MRA

{rþ(t) d(¿)}, the corresponding scaling function tor $(t) is the 712 shift of the scaling

function for þ(t). Two sets of scaling and wavelet filters a,re constructed for the two real

MRA structures. The two scaling filters are offset to each other by a half sample and

the two wavelet filters form a Hilbert transform pair. The two scaling filters and two

wavelet filters then form the real and imaginary parts of the complex scaling filter and

0 50 100 150 200 250 800
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Figure 2.15. Direct design of rational sampling FB

complex wavelet filter respectively to construct the complex MRA. Another solution is

based on the Theorem 3 proposed in section 2.4. Tlne corresponding scaling function for

ilr; ir 41t¡, tn" Hilbert transform of the scaling function for þ(t), which leads to the

complex scaling function of þ¡(t) : ó(t) + jö(t).The two real MRA(a)s {/(ú), þ(t)} and

{ø(t),"ûA¡¡ have the same two-scale relations (or scaling and wavelet filters) between the

neighboring subspaces. In other words, the complex MRA {ó*(t),rþ+(t)} involves only

real scaling and wavelet filters the same as those for the two real MRAs as shown in

section 2.5.1.

2.6 The Connection w¡th Rational Samplin g Filter Banks

The synthesis/analysis FBs shown in Fig. 2.11 and Fig. 2.72 can be further simplified

into 2-branch FBs based on the observation of the strong resemblance of Baussard's FB

and Kovacevic and Vetterli's rational sampling PR FB of the direct design method [47].

The connection between the two FBs provides a method to simplify Baussard's FB by

replacing the parallel lowpass FB with a single branch. On the other hand, the knowledge

of Baussard's FB gives a solution to the design of rational sampling FB based on the

rational orthogonal wavelet.

The direct design method in [a7] is based on the equivalent FB structures shown in
Fig. 2.15. The proposed direct design method transforms a single branch with upsampling
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by q and downsampling by p to a q-channel analysis bank with downsampling by p and

an inverse polyphase transform of size q, assuming q and p are coplime and q > 1' The

filters in the q-channel analysis bank are defined by

H'nQ): "dnH*)Q), Q'27)

where d¡: l_p.¿ld ([r] denotes the largest integer not greater than r), t¿: p'z mod

q and Ht"), ..., H[!, "t" the polyphase components of É1 with respect to g. The rational

sampling FB design problem is reduced to finding a perfect reconstruction structure for

a q-channel filter bank, with design constraints imposed on filters H["),...,H[!t

ilhe above relations between the single branch rational sampling fiIter 11 and the

parallel FB H; can be utilised directly to simplify Baussard's FB by replacing the parallel

lowpass filters hn, tu - 0,.. ,Ç - 1 in Fig. 2.11 with a single branch filter with rational

sampling factor plq as shown in Fig. 2.15. The equivalent filter fI is derived as

H(r) : Ho(ro) ! 2-G+r+q)UoQn) +..'+ ,-(ø-r)(7+n+s)HoQq)

: (I + z-o+r+ø) a . . . { 7-(o-t){r+n+o)¡¡7o(zu)

: AQ1+n+o)¡HoQn),

(2.28)

(2 2e)

(2.30)

where A(z): I+ z-r + z-2 +...+ 7-@-r). Ho(r) is given by equation2.27 with n:0.
The derivation is presented in Appendix 4.4.

The connection between the two FBs shown in Fig. 2.11 and Fig. 2.15 also gives a

solution to the design of rational sampling FB with sampling factor of plq, P: Q*L,

based on the rational orthogonal wavelet with scale factor of a: plq: l+Ilq' The

nature of the continuous WT/IWT FBs forms the basis of perfect reconstruction (PR) and

shift-invariance (SI) properties of the designed rational sampling FB. The PR property

is verified immediately based on the essence of the wavelet transform pair. The shift-

invariant property of the iterated FB can be examined by evaluating the two-scale relation

of the wavelet lowpass filters lt¡ and the highpass filter g proposed in [16]:

aj,sq+¿ : Ðnolrt - r]a¡-t,r, (2'31)

di,n : 
*ur" - rla¡-t,,, (2.32)
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where a¡,n and d'¡,n are the approximation and detail coefficients at the wavelet subspace

W¡ with shift integer of n, and s,r,i,j,n e Z. A shift of the approximation and detail

coefficients by 1 leads to the relations that

ai,("-t)q+¿ \nolnt - rla¡-r,,-n, (2.33)
T

(2.34)

which infers that a delay of 1 at stage j means a delay of t' for the input signal. Therefore,

the FBs shown in Fig. 2.11 and Fig.2.L2 have the SI property. Notice that the FIR ap-

proximation of the wavelet analysis/synthesis filters prevents the WT/IWT, and thus the

PR and SI properties to be exact. However both properties hold with high fidelity based

on the good convergence of the FIR approximation to the continuous wavelet transform

as shown in sectiorr 2.5.1.

2.7 Computational Complex ity of FWT

It is well known that given -À/ input samples, the computational complexity of FWT for

dyadic wavelets is O(l/ + N12+ N14+...+ ¡¡2-Q-r)): O(l/), where -I is the number

of tree levels. The number of data samples is halved after- the filtering of each tree nocle.

Based on the FWT algorithm proposed in section 2.5, the computational complexity

of FWT for RROW/CROW can be evaluated in a similar manner. The computational

complexity has the order of O(l/ .¡ l/a-l * Na-2 + . . . + ¡¡o-Q-t)) : O(l/), where a is

the scale factor.

2.8 Conclusions

The rnain contributions of this chapter are summarised in the following together with
sOme r-'emarks.

1) Explicit formulae are derived for the definition of a special class of RROWs
with a good time-frequency localisation property desirable for communication
applications.

tl¡,6_t) Døln" - rla¡-r,,-p,
T
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Based on the general definition of RRO\Ms in Baussard's paper [16], this chapter

develops explicit formulae (2.11), (2.L2) to define a family of RROWs as a special case. It

has no constant band between the two transition bands defined by a selected construction

function, which leads to a good decay property in the time domain.

2) The time-frequency localisation property of the RROWs is analysed.

An anaiytic evaluation of the time-frequency dispersion products of the RROWs

reveals a good time-frequency localisation property which is about 25%o exce'ss of the

Heisenberg uncertainty lower bound achieved by a Gaussian pulse and close to that of the

Nyquist filter with spectrum cosine roll-off factor or : 0'85.

3) A theoretical proof is given for the argument that the Hilbert transform of

one wavelet forms another wavelet from the MRA point of view.

It has been pointed out that we can always take the Hilbert transform of one wavelet

to form another wavelet [68]. A theoretical verification of this argument is given by prov-

ing the Theorem 2 proposed in section 2.4.

4) A generalised method is proposed to construct complex wavelets under

the framework of rational MRA(/I4), where M is a rational number.

A generalised method to construct complex wavelets is proposed as Theorem 3 in sec-

tion 2.4. The orthogonality condition and the corresponding constraint on the spectrum

of the wavelet basis function are derived to form complex orthogonal wavelets related to

a complex rational MRA structure.

5) A new family of complex wavelets - CROWs is proposed which forms a

complex MRA approximately.

Based on the special class of RROrtrs with good time-frequency localisation property

and the generalised method to construct complex wavelets, a new family of complex

wavelets - CROWs is proposed which meets the complex orthogonality condition (2.16)

approximately. The cRows have many desirable properties including

I'
$

ru

o explicit expression in the frequency domain,
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o rational scale orthogonality,

o shift orthogonality,

o compact support in the frequency domain by 2r(radf s),

o effective support in the time domain by f8, 8],

o symmetry - symmetry for the real part and anti-symmetry for the imaginary part,

o quadrature between real and imaginary parts,

o good time-frequency localisation - a tinre-frequency dispersion product of. 25% in

excess of the Heisenberg uncertainty lower bound,

o availability of a fast wavelet transform (FWT) with computational complexity of

o(¡/)

With the unique rational orthogonality, this family of wavelets is a promising signal

processing tool for many application fields in image processing and communications. In
particular, CROW's scale/shift orthogonality and good time-frequency properties form

the basis of CROW-based multicarrier modulation (MCM)/OFDM schemes for broad-

band communications, which is detailed in chapter 3. Its explicit expression in the fre-

quency domain, good time-frequency localisation, and shift orthogonality also makes it a

good candidate of optimum shaping pulse in single carrier modulation schemes. CROW's

application in three specific communication scenarios based on both single wavelet pulse

signalling and CROW-based OFDM are detailed in chapter 4, chapter 5, and chapter 6

respectively.

6) Time-domain F-WT algorithms are derived for RRO\Ms and CRO'Ws.

Since the CROW wavelet is infinite in the time domain, there is no FIR solution

of the analysis/synthesis filters for the fast wavelet transform (FWT). The FWT that is

available is implemented in the fr-equency domain as shown in [16], or by a FlR-based

approximation similar to the derivation of the discrete Meyer (dMeyer) wavelet from the

Meyer wavelet as derived in section 2.5.

The availability of the time-domain FWT algorithm facilitates CROW's practical ap-

plications in real-time communication systems. In addition, the connection between the
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FWT FB and the rational sampling FB provides a method to simplify the FWT FB and

further reduce the computational complexity.

7) A generalised solution ís proposed for the design of rational sampling FB

with good PR and SI properties based on the tree-structured FWT FB.

The connection between the F\MT FB and the rational sampling FB also gives a gener-

alised solution to the design of rational sampling FB with sampling factor of plq, P : Q*1,

based on the knowledge of the rational wavelet FB with scale factor of a : plq: l+Llq,.

The nature of the continuous WT/IWT FBs forms the basis of perfect reconstruction

(PR) and shift-invariance (SI) properties of the designed rational sampling FB. Although

the FIR approximation of the wavelet analysis/synthesis filters prevents the \MT/IWT,

and thus the PR and SI properties to be exact, the PR and SI properties hold with high

fidelity based on the good convergence of the FIR approximation'
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Chapter 3

CROW-based Orthogonal FYequency

Division Multiplexing

3. L lntrodution

Based on the complex rational orthogonal wavelet (CROW) with a fractional dilation

factor a:1+ l, q e Z+ proposed in chapter 2, a new OFDM scheme is proposed in this

chapter. As mentioned in chapter 1, the existing OFDM schemes could be classified into

two categories according to the type of subcarrier pulse shaping filters - the DFT-based

OFDM [81], [23], [21] and the wauelet-based OFDM [60], [51], [31]. A DFT-based OFDM

scheme achieves good ISI suppression by adding a cyclic prefix (CP) but is very sensitive

to frequency dispersion due to the large sidelobes of the subcarrier spectrum that cause

severe inter-carrier interference (ICI) because of the loss of orthogonality among subcarri-

ers. In contrast, the orthogonality and time-frequency localisation properties of CROWs

form the basis of the CROW-based OFDM scheme with good inter-symbol interference

(ISI)/inter-channel interference (ICI) mitigation through time-frequency dispersive chan-

nels. Compared with the existing wavelet-based OFDM schemes which are all based

on dyadic wavelet or dyadic wavelet packets with a scale factor of. 2, the CROW-based

OFDM scheme has an improved bandwidth efficiency based on a fractionally dilated and

overlapped tiling of the T-F plane.

The power spectral density (PSD) and bandwidth efficiency of the CROW-based

OFDM signal are analysed. More specificall¡ it is revealed that for a special case of
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CROW-OFDM with Q : I, significant improvement on bandwidth efficiency is achieved

which reaches 1.5 times the 'maximum' value 1 symbol/Hz/s achieved by DFT-based

OFDM without CP. The CROW-OFDM transceiver design is presented based on the

CROW synthesis/analysis FBs proposed in chapter 2.

The chapter is organised as follows. In section 3.2, we present the construction of the

CROW-OFDM signal. Its ISI/ICI cancellation propelties are discussed in section 3.3. Sec-

tion 3.4 and section 3.5 examine the PSD and bandwidth efficiency of the CROW-OFDM

signal respectively. The CROW-OFDM transceiver-design is detailed in 3.6. Section 3.7

presents the conclusions of this chapter.

3.2 CROW-OFDM Sienal Construction

For comparison, we show both the DFT- and CROW-based OFDM signal construction.

The traditional DFT-based OFDM signal can be expressed as a sum of single carrier

modulated signals:

Tl- N-l
r(t):1/+ t Ð"n,*"'i"Uo+n^t)tg(t - kT"), (3.1)\/ u N?l:"

wherc I/ is the number of subcarriers, g(ú) is the pulse function, A./ is the frequency

offset between carriers, Eu is the porx'er of the signa,l. T" : Tu I Tn is the time of the

complete OFDM signal where Q is the useful time, Tn is the guard time, c,,¡, is the

complex symbol sequence) and /s is the frequency component for carrier modulation that

moves the baseband OFDM signal to the desired frequency band.

The CROW-based OFDM signal can be expressed as

TEr ¡/-1
r(t¡ : ,,1 ñÐD ",,0rþ*(o(no+n;, - kr"), (3.2)

'kn:O

where ,þ*(t) is the wavelet basis function, o is the wavelet dilation factor, and n6 is the

initial scale factor that controls the bandwidth of the OFDM signal.

One special feature of the CROW-based OFDM (similar to the dyaclic wavelet-based

OFDM) is that each subchannel has a different symbol period valued 4¡ a-(no+n)T" for

the n-th channel. At the receiver, the symbol sequence cr,,¡ is recovered by the perfect

reconstruction (PR) wavelet analysis filter bank followed by multirate sampling. The
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Figure 3.1. Block diagram of DFT-OFDM

block diagrams of the modulation/demodulation process for the DFT- and CROW-based

OFDM systems are shown in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2 respectively. The function h(ú) in

Fig. 3.1 is a filter matched to the pulse function 9(t) and ñ,(ú) :g.et).

3.3 lSl and lCl Cancellation Property of CROW-OFDM

Signal

As discussed in chapter 2, the CRO\ / wavelets have rational orthogonality controlled by

the parameter q. The orthogonal wavelet subspaces have the dilation factor of a :1 + å

We define rþn (t) : cl-n/zú(ar, - nq),where k,n e. Z, a : 1 + å, q e Z+. The function

,þ+,x,(t) is defined as the analytic form of ,þn"(t).The wavelet basis function r/a(ú) has

the orthogonality

f
I ,þ*,*"(t)rþî.tu(t)dt:2õrc-Ã^-n, k,l,m,n e Z, (3 3)

J

such that the collection of functions {*a-ntzf(or, - nQ), a: 1 -l- Ln, lt,n e Z} is an

orthonormal basis for the complex valued ¿'(R). This orthogonality of the CRO\M bases

makes it qualify as a candidate of the orthogonal OFDM subcarrier pulse shaping filters.

For multicarrier modulations, the time-frequency localisation property of the carri-

ers is important for the transmission over a dispersive channel. A good time-frequency

c

l-

h (t) -,r/'-

lì (t)

,/'-h (t)
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3.3 lsl and lCl Cancellation Property of CROW-OFDM Signal

c 
lr.u c k.,,

c r.t
c tr.l

c/. x-l c
¡(-- \:-l

Figure 3.2. Block diagram of CROW-OFDM

localisation property will reduce the ISI and ICI caused by the loss of orthogonality be-

tween subcarriers [35]. An investigation on the time-frequency localisation property of the

CROWs is presented in chapter 2, section 2.3. The time-frequency dispersive products of

the CROW wavelets are calculated, which have an excess of about 25To compared to the

Heisenberg uncertainty lower bound and are close to that of the Nvquist filter with spec-

trum cosine roll-off factor o, : 0.85 [35]. An illustration of the ambiguity functions of the

CRO\ / wavelet basis function with e: 2 and a rectangular pulse in Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.6

shows that the CROW wavelet has good localisation in both the time and the frequency

domain, while the rectangular pulse for DFT-OFDM has strong sidelobes in the frequency

domain. The good tirne-frequency localisation property of the CROW basis leads to im-

proved ISI and ICI mitigation performance in time-dispersive channels because of reduced

spectrum sidelobes compared to the conventional rectangular pulse based DFT-OFDM.

This ISI and ICI cancellation property of the CROW-OFDM is further demonstrated

by supporting simulations through time and frequency dispersive channels detailed in

chapter 6.

ç* u(.t) Q*,r,r (-ll

Q*.t(t Q*.t (-t

tlhanuel

9*.i", -, , 
(/ ) Q*.,n-rr* (-t) -,at-
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Chapter 3 CROW-based Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

3.4 Power Spectral Density of CROW-OFDM Signal

As detailed in chapter 2, the CROWs are derived from a rational MRA. The wavelet
subspaces are generated by the span of wavelet bases

W*,r: Sp^ {+a-k/21þ+(akt - nq)j, k,n e Z. (3 4)

Define the space

V+J": Spun{Ço-n/26*(ant - n)}, k,n e Z. (3 5)

There is

V+,@+t¡ : V+,nØW+,n

: @¡ee*,*lW+,¡i (3.6)

Therefore, the CROW-based OFDM signal r(ú) defined in (3.2) lies in the finite sum
of subspaces Ojelno,no+(N_l)lW+¡ C V+,(no+N¡. The po',À/er spectral density (PSD) of the
CROW-based OFDM can then be derived as

Scnow(r): E"lÕ+,(,0+.rr;(ø?l)12, (3.7)

where .Ð" is the signal energy, Õ+,1,,o+r;(r) is the frequency spectrum of d+,(,,0+¡¿)(¿) :
$*(aØo+N)ú). This result indicates that similar to the dyadic wavelet based OFDM [b1],
the CROW-OFDM signal has a bandwidth requirement equivalent to a QAM signal with
Ó+,@o+u)(Ú) as the signalling pulse, and could be used on channels currently supporting
QAM modulation [51].

3.5 Bandwidth Efficiency of cRow- OFDM Signal

Following Lindsey's derivation of bandwidth efficiency for dyadic wavelet/wavelet packet-
based OFDM in [51], the bandwidth efficiency of the CROW-based OFDM signal can be
derived as

B 2tr

I+p""rt (t +\at,)
J

B
1+ PQ 

* o-') (3 8)

Pcnow
i:t
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3.5 Bandw¡dth Eff¡c¡ency of CROW-OFDM Signal

where B is the number of bits per symbol. p is the percent excess bandu'idth required

beyond the Nyquist signalling bandwidth and is defined by 0: L,fATs - 1- rt¿1 - I,
where z7¿ is the density of the discrete lattice of the transmit points formed by tþ(t) in
phase space [35], A/d, is the frequency bandwidth of the wavelet basis funct ion þ(t) and ?l
is the symbol period equivalent to the truncation length of tþ(t),7,¡,wilh non-overlapped

signalling. The scale l¿'s come from the rational overlapped partition of the interval [0, 1)

with dilation factot'of ¿ and Ð{:ro" : q. The factor fu ,, introduced for normalisation

purposes because the spectrum of the wavelet basis is localised between @1 and a2u1 as

defined in section 2.2. For comparison, as delived in [51], the bandwidth efficiency of

the dyadic wavelet and wavelet packet-based OFDM signals with dyadic partition of the

interval [0,1) and the spectrum of the wavelet basis function ]ocalised between zr and

2r, are given as powm: pwpttt: &,The bandwidth efficiency pcnow has a gain of
(1+ ø-1) over pptyly: and p1rypxa for similar B values. The improved bandwidth efficiency

can be illustrated by the tiling of the T-F plane with the 4f 3 wavelet as shown in Fig. 3.3.

The spectrum of the wavelet basis fnnction ,tt! Al is localised between f and ff with
a bandwidth of 2r (rad/s).

Figure 3.3. T-F tiling of the 413 wavelet

An interesting feature of the CROW-based OFDM is that the overlapped (OL) sig-

nalling can be adopted to improve the bandwidth efficiency based on the shift-orthogonal

property of the wavelets. Assuming a truncation length T,t,: \0 (s), the density of non-

overlappedsignalling rtlo": Th^:0.1, where T":7,þ and A/A:1(Hz). With OL

328
i

¡8t
1
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Chapter 3 CROW-based Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

signalling, we have ,t?" : ?n1"" : I. The possible q has to be less than T,¡, for the
overlapping scheme to make sense. An illustration of the achieved bandwidth efficiency
for different q values with both non-overlapped (NOL) and OL signalling is shown in
Fig' 3.4' Notice that a significant improvement on bandwidth efficiency is achieved for

Q: L with a bandwidth efficiency of 1.58 (bitslslEz) 2. It is even greater than that
of DFT-OFDM without CP, 18 (bits/s/Hz), which is known as having the "maximum"
bandwidth efficiency based on Nyquist rate sampling. This improvement is made possi-

ble by two important features of the CROW-OFDM subcarriers: the shift-orthogonality
and overlapped partition of the frequency plane. The high bandwidth efficiency of the
CROW-OFDM signal is further verified by simulations presented in chapter 6 where
CROW-OFDM's application to wireless local area network (WLAN) is examined.

15
CROW-OFDN4 Spectrum Eflciency þ w¡th different q values

10 2t 30 40 60 70 80 90 100

Figure 3.4. Bandwidth efficiency of cRow-oFDM with diflerent q values

2Notice that the corresponding wavelet is the RROW with q : 1 for pAM modulation, because CROW
with q: 1 is not shift orthogonal by integer 1.
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3.6 CROW-OFDM Transcelver Design

3.6 CROW-OFDM Transce¡ver Design

3.6.1 Parallel-FB-structured Transceiver

The modulation and demodulation of the CROW-OFDM signal could also be directly im-
plemented by parallel FBs as shown in Fig 3.2. The filter-s in the subchannels are scaled

versions of one prototype filter constructed by sampling the wavelet function ú(¿). At the

reasonable cost of increased computational complexity compared to the tree-structured

FBs, this parallel structure has the benefit of improved robustness against synchronisation

error based on a novel demodulator design [91] and could be implemented efficiently via
advanced DSP technology using parallel calculation. For very long filters (for wavelets

with large q values), more efficient implementation is available via FFT-based fast con-

volution algorithms [65], [18].

3.6.2 Tree-structured Transceiver

Based on the tree-structured FWT synthesis and analysis FBs proposed in chapter 2,

section 2.5, a general tree-structured modulator and demodulator structure for CROW-

OFDM can be constructed as shown in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6. They are equivalent to the
block diagram of CROW-OFDM transceiver based on paralle! synthesis and analysis FBs

as shown in Fig.3.2 with N :4. The input signals {cu¡, i - 0,...,3} are complex

input symbols. The function /a(ú) serves as a complex lowpass filter and also represents

the reconstruction of a signal from its wavelet coefficients. The transmitted signal r(ú)
has to be a real signal and requires the W[.] operation which gets the real part of a

complex signal. The two l-B solutions proposed in section 2.5.2lead to different single-

level synthesis and analysis FBs. The first solution requires complex scaling ancl wavelet

filters while the second solution requires real filters and has exactly the same single-level

synthesis/analysis FBs as shown in Fig. 2.11 and Fig.2.l2. Therefore the second solution

has almost half of the computation complexity of the first solution, and is thus aclopted

in the transceiver design in simulations detailed in chapter 6.
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Figure 3.5. CROW-OFDM transmitter structure

/(f )

Figure 3.6. CROW-OFDM receiver structure

3.7 Conclusions

The main contributions of this chapter are summarised in the following together with

some remarks.

1) A new OFDM scheme is proposed based on the CROWs proposed in chap-

ter 2.

The orthogonality and good time-frequency localisation properties of the CROWs

form the basis of the proposed CROW-OFDM scheme that is suitable for the application

in time and frequency dispersive channels. For rectangular pulse based DFT-OFDM with-

out CP, it has the maximum bandwidth efficiency of l symbol/Hzf s,bul is very sensitive

to frequency dispersion because of the strong sidelobes in the frequency domain. It is

known that the introduction of a guard interval will improve the robustness against time

dispersion, but has no effect against the frequency dispersion. In this case, the CROW-

OFDM would definitely perform better with reduced ICI through frequency dispersive

ôro

ut,l

ôr,,

.t

Single-Level

Anrly*is l,B

/-*(-r)
Singlc-Lcvel
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3.7 Conclusions

channels due to its considerably lower frequency sidelobes

2) The PSD and bandwidth efficiency of the CROW-OFDM scheme are anal-

ysed.

Formulae (3.7), (3.8) to calculate the PSD of the CROW-OFDM and the bandwidth

efficiency of both non-overlapped and overlapped CROW-OFDM signals are derived. As

a special case of CROW-OFDM with I : t, significant improvement on bandwidth effi-

ciency is achieved which reaches 1.5 times the 'maximum' value 1 symbol/Hz/s achieved

by discrete Fourier transform (DFT) based OFDM without cyclic prefix (CP)

3) The CRO\M-OFDM transceiver is designed based on the tree-structured
FWT FB proposed in chapter 2.

In addition to the CROW-OFDM transceiver based on the direct design with a par-

allel wavelet FB, a more computationally efficient transceiver structure is proposed based

on the tree-structuled FWT FB proposed in section 2.5, chapter 2.

A specific application scenario that could benefit from the Doppler robustness of the

CROW-OFDM is the radio vehicular communication where the motion of communication

platforms leads to the Doppler dispersion of the signal transmission. The performance of

the CROW-OFDM in radio vehicular communication channels is further investigated in

chapter 6 with mobile WLAN as a specific application scenario.
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Chapter 4

CRO\M's Application to LJnderwater

Acoustic Communications

4.L lntroduction

This chapter addresses the issue of Doppler dispersion in broadband UWA communica-

tions. A broadband Doppler compensation structure is proposed. The proposed structure

avoids the explicit estimation of accumulated/instant Doppler scale, that is, the averag-

ing process, by capturing the information carried by signals of all (or dominant) existing

Doppler scales. The scale-compensated signal is then reconstructed via diversity combi-

nation. Based on wavelet pulse signalling in the transmitter, a transmultiplexer system

model is presented to characterise the multiscale nature of the channel and the recovery of

scale-compensated signal based on perfect reconstruction (PR) wavelet filter banks (FBs).

The effective implementation of this structure generates new designs of wavelet shaping

pulses with very fine scale resolution, which is the motivation of the work in chapter 2.

The special class of wavelets, rational orthogonal wavelets with a scale dilation factor of

aj : j e Z,l 1a12 asdetailedinchapter 2,are adoptedforthisapplication. Thedesign

and performance characteristics of optimum receivers for this class of wavelet-based com-

munication system are investigated. To be more specific, the presentation of the theory

and properties is focused on for a general class of idealised multipath/Doppler channels.
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4.2 Rational Wavelet-based Transmultiplexer System Model for Doppler
Compensation
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Figure 4.1. Transmultiplexer system model

The chapter is organised as follows. In section 4.2, we present the wavelet-based

Doppler compensation structure. The design of optimum receivers is detailed in sec-

tion 4.3. Section 4.4 presents the simulations that examine the system performance.

Conclusions are made in section 4.5.

4.2 Rational Wavelet-based Transmultiplexer System Model

for Doppler Compensat¡on

In this section, we present the broadband Doppler compensation structure with rational

wavelet pulse signalling using wavelets proposed in chapter 2.

The multipath/Doppler channel is modelled as [93]

L

aQ):D t: r(q¿t - r)h¿(r - r¿)d"r + {(ú), (4.1)
L:t

where Z is the number of dorninant paths, rl¿ and T¿ àre the Doppler scale and delay for

the path indexed by (., h¿(t) is the inpulse lesponse of the channel for path / which is

defined to be independent of delay and Doppler effects, r(t) and y(t) arc the input and

output signals respectively, and {(t) is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). We

assume that no significant ISI is present on each path, i.e., h!(t): p¿6(t), where p¿ is

the constant complex attenuation coefficient of path (. and õ(t), t € IR is the Dirac Delta
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Chapter 4 CROW's App lication to Underwater Acoustic Communications

function. Notice that because of the scaling effect by ,l¿, the time delay of each path

observed in the receiver is ffi. We take account of this effect and to make the notation

simple, r¿ is used to denote the delay factor relative to the receiver and is redefined in

subsequent equations às r( : ff, where rf i. th" r¿ in (4.I). The broadband channel model

is then simplified to 
L

aQ) :l oo"(nn(t - "o)) 
+ €(¿). (42)

(.:L

With wavelet pulse signalling, the transmitted signal is expressed as

r(t) : D "(r) úQ - kr), (4.3)

k

where tþ(t) is the wavelet basis function as the shaping pulse and {t(k)}, k e Z is the

symbol sequence mapped as the amplitude of the shaping pulses. In this thesis, we assume

s(k) e {t^; t,n} 0, m: I,2,"' ,M}, where {s-} denotes the set of M teal equally

spaced amplitudes in accordance with tlne M-ary-PAM signalling scheme, and 7 is the

symbol period. With the channel model in (4.2), the received signal can be expressed as

L

aQ) :Ð øD "(r) ,þþt¿(t - ,n) - kr) + €(t). (4.4)

t:L k

\Me assume3 that the Doppler scales {rp,I < t < L} can be sufficiently approximated

bythe set {ø-oz : o"-a¿ : TÌ{,ù(. eV'.,L < (. <.L}, where ¿ is chosen as 1 < a 12,ø € IR, for

a fine partition of the continuous scale coordinate. We also suppose g(f) is to be sampled

with a period of ?l in the receiver and the delay r( can be uniquely decomposed into

two parts, rr: ao¿rlt)zi + ,l')Tr, where ,[t) und' r]') ur" integers, und, r[')T" I' a,o¿T".

Equation (4.4) can then be rewritten as

L

a(t) : D pt t s(tl õn-.,ot _rr^ ú(a"¿t - nT")
(.:7 n le

* ô(r - ,l')r) + €(¿), n e z, (4 5)

where 6n,n e Z is the Kronecker Delta function, and. Tn: Lel is the number of samples

per symbol where the operation [.] rounds fr to the nearest integer less than or equal to

sNote that the Doppler scaler¡¿ can be defined by ry:liút, where 19 is the Doppler shift to carrier

frequency ratio [40]. r9 is on the order of 10-7 or less for cellular communications [40], and could reach the

order of 10-2 for vehicular UWA communications [70]. This general assumption holds mathematically

since 4¿ can always be approximated by the power of a, if ø is selected to be close enough to unity.
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4.2 Rational Wavelet-based Transmultiplexer System Model for Doppler
Compensation

its value. The symbol x represents the convolution operation. ,[') 
"un 

be recognised as

the synchronization error. The term of ô(ú - tl')fò in (4.5) can therefore be removed to

the receiver part and be mitigated via proper tracking techniques at the receiver. Letting

,þ*"(t) : q-trl2 lþ(o-rt - nT") and using the same notations as in [79], we can then write
y(t) as an inverse discrete wavelet transform (IDWT),

aQ) : t t Yowr(a¿, n)rþ,,*(t) + 6(¿),

L

(.:t rL

(4 6)

(4 8)

(4 e)

(4 10)

(4.11)

where

Yowr(a¿,n) : aat/2 pf s(k)ô,_ 
"[r)_kr^¡, 

(4.7)
k

which is a delayed, attenuated and periodically zero inserted version of the symbol se-

quence {"(f)} The time delay 
"r(1) 

is resolved together with the wavelet coefficients

Yowr(a¿,n) by DWT.

The whole system can then be modelled as a transmultiplexer FB followed by diversity

combination as shown in Fig. 4.1, where F*UQ and H¡"(jQ) are transfer functions of

wavelet synthesis and analysis filters f¡,(t) and h¿(ú) respectively [79]. The filters /¿(ú)

and h¡-(t) construct a PR wavelet FB and have the relation with the wavelet functiont/(ú)

AS

r (t)

l*(t)

: ,þ(t),

: o-nlz ¡ 7o-nt) : ,þn(t),

and

r(t):
fn(t) :

h. (-t),

hiet)

The wavelet signalling and channel transmission are modelled as a wavelet synthesis pro-

cess. The Doppler dispersion is resolved by wavelet analysis in the receiver with output

wavelet coefficients as the multiple versions of the symbol sequence as derived in (a.7).

Notice that this equivalent system model as shown in Fig. 4.1, resembles a wavelet-based

modulation scheme known as fractal modulation [84], [13]. In other words, the transmis-

sion through the multipath/Doppler channel converts a simple PAM signal into a class
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Chapter 4 CROW's Application to Underwater Acoustic Communications

of rational-homogeneous signals a as in fractal modulation. Therefore, the receiver part

resembles the demodulator of fractal modulation for an ideal A\MGN channel. With a

knowledge of maximum speed of moving transceivers (either approaching or departing

from each other), we cân always estimate the maximum Doppler spread and set the ref-

erence scales - maximum compression scale aJ and maximum dilation scale ¿-1 with

-J < ù4 I I, I < (. 1 L, I,J eZ+. Therefore, a maximum of (/+ /+ 1) channels is

needed as shown in Fig. 4.1. The channel information-carried multiple symbol sequences

can be recovered with perfect reconstruction transmultiplexer FBs.

For simplicity we discuss a PAM signalling scheme, therefore only the RROWs are

involved. The extension to PSK signalling with the CRO\Ms is straightforward. According

to the definition in chapter 2, llne RROWs are compactly supported in the frequency

domain and therefore have infinite support in the time domain. However, by carefully

defining the frequency spectrum they could have a sufficient decay in the time domain.

This ensures their application as a shaping pulse. With respect to the desired properties

of LIie pulse shaping wavelets for the Doppler compensation structure, there may be other

wavelet candidates for this application. The exploration of more wavelet candidates can

be treated as another issue which is beyond the scope of this thesis. It should also be

noted at this point, that scale factors in practical UWA channels are typically quite close

to unity, and as such the values of q used in this thesis are somewhat unrealistically small,

however they permit the design process to be presented in a much simpler manner.

4.3 Opt imum Receiver Design

In this section, we design the optimum receivers based on the PR wavelet analysis FBs

and discuss the characteristics of the receivers that are optimal under the ML decision

rule.

aThe concept of rational-homogeneous signals is defined in the sense that they satisfy the rational

similarity property with rational scale factor of 1 < ¿ 12, in contrast to the dy-homogeneous 184] signals

with dyadic self-sirnilarity property.
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4.3 Optimum Receiver Design

4.3.1 Equivalence of the Doppler Compensat¡on Structure with An

L-th Order Diversity Communication System

As shown in equations (4.6) and @.7) in section 4.2, wíth rational orthogonal wavelet pulse

signalling, the received signai through the multipath/Doppler channel is a synthesiseci

signal with input wavelet coefficients in certain wavelet subspaces as the delayed, attenu-

ated and periodically zero inserted versions of the symbol sequence {"(f )} Equivalently,

the receiver is provided with the independently fading replicas of the same infor-mation-

bearing signal. This coincides with the concept of diversity. Comparing with the existing

diversity techniques, such as frequency diversity, time diversity and space diversity, the

diversity provided by the multiscale nature of the multipath/Doppler channel and rational

orthogonal wavelet signalling could be termed "scale diversity" in the sense that the same

information is carried by multiple signais that are orthogonal in scale.

Assume there are tr dominant paths. The frequency-selective fading multipath/Doppler

channel is resolved into Z flat fading channels with independent modulation of the same

information for each channel. The signals transmitted over the multiple channels are

given by

r,,(t) : Dr(f) d(a-"'¡-k1:)
k

^o/rDs(:r-) þ*,(t _ ao,kT). (4.12)tL 

t

Notice that the same symbol sequence {r(f)} is transrnitted at different rates ¿-orT over

multiple channels.

In light of this further insight of the transmultiplexer system model, we see that the

addressed wavelet-based Doppler compensation system is identical to an Z-th order diver-

sity communication system. Therefore the optimum receiver design and the performance

characterisation are also identical to those of an tr-th order diversity system.

4.3.2 Optimum Receiver Construction

lVe consider optimum receivers for a symbol-by-symbol detection based on the ML cri-

terion. We first recall some facts on the optimum receiver design for a diversity system.

Readers are referred to books on communication theory, e.g. [62] for more details. The
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Figure 4.2. Type 1 receiver for M-PAM signal
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Figure 4.3. Type 2 receíver for M-PAM signal

notations in [62] are adopted in this section. \Me use a ML decision rule that is based

on the maximisation of the likelihood function P(rls-), rrù:7,2,"' ,M, where r is

the output observation vector of a correlation or matched filter dernodulator and s- are

the M-ary signal points. It is equivalent to finding the signal s- that maximises the

correlation metrics:

C(r,s-) : 2 1 r,s- ) -ll"-ll', (4.13)

1",
r(t)s*(t)dt - em,t m: I,2, M

where r(ú) is the received signal, s-(ú) is the M-ary signal waveform and e,n is the energy

of the signal s*(t). For an -L-th order diversity system, the optimum decision is made by

v(t)

a
a

a
a
a

a
O
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4.3 Optimum Receiver Design

maximising the combined correlation metrics

L

CM,n: t C(r("), s-),
n:7

(4.14)

(4.15)

where r(') is the output observation vector of the n=th subchannel. Based on the correla-

tion metrics C(r, s-), the optimum receiver can be realised by a correlation or matched

filter demodulator followed by symbol detection via selecting the signal corresponding to

the largest C(r, s,,"). Note that the vector r is reduced to a scalar r for PAM signalling [62].

Returning to the wavelet-based transmultiplexer system model, we see that the

PR wavelet analysis FB actually plays the role of an optimum multichannel matched

filtel demodulator (also called a Rake receiver) fol the transmitted signals u*n(t) :
a"tl2Dt s(k) þ.u(t - a"tkT"). The receiver can be regarded as a Rake-type receiver

working not only in the time domain in the sense of resolving the multipath, but also in

the scale domain in the sense of resolving the Doppler scales. The matched filters h.¿(ú)

are related to the wavelet basis functionsT/(f) as

hk(t) : rþiet)

Since the wavelet function l/(t) is real and symmetric as shown in section 2.2, we have

,þ.(-t) : rþ(t) which is used to simplify the derivation of related formulae.

We then consicler the construction of optimum receivers for M-a,ry PAM wavelet

signalling. W-e see that the multipath/Doppler communication system is identical to an

I-th order diversity system with independent M-ary PAM on the waveforms of {rþ"r(t),
7 < (. ( 1,) over -L subchannels. \Ä/ith the PR property of the orthogonal wavelet FB,

the optimum receiver can be constructed as shown in Fig. 4.2. The wavelet coefficients

are recovered by a downsampler operating at the rate a-knT". The symbol sequence is

then obtained by further downsampling with a sampling factor of Tn. The combined

downsampling factor is a-hT as shown in Fig. 4.2. Although we use a maximum of

(I + J * 1) channels to capture the information of all possible Doppler scales, we only

slrow the channels corresponding to the existing Doppler scales {o-ot,7 < (. < tr} in the

recerver

Note that Fig. 4.1 illustrates the computation of DWT, not the discrete-time wavelet

transform (DTWT) [79], thus the continuous-time sampling factor a-knT" is allowed for

the implementation. For a discrete-time implementation of the receiver, we actually
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Chapter 4 CROW's Application to Underwater Acoustic Communications

use the truncated discrete-time approximation of the continuous-time wavelet analysis

filters and apply a sampling factor according to the length of each analysis filter. For

mathematical convenience, we continue to use the continuous-time wavelet filters in our

formulae.

For A[-ary PAM signalling, a single decision variable suffices and for the proposed

optimum receiver shown in Fig. 4.2 the decision variable can be derived as

L

r : I(r''/'por*.yo+ €¿), (4.16)
(.:1.

where

¡a 
atT

€¿: I ,,?)tÞL,@-"nr-r)dr
Jo

: €n(t)lr:"-".,
: €t(a-*rr),

l* ,1r,,{r)4;or(a-onT - r)d,r

f* r,",,e)ot

(4.17)

and

'Yo

u1þo¿ (4 18)

The item eq.ris the energy of the wavelet basis ry'o, and €4,or: 1 for normalisecl wavelet

basis functions. ((ú) is the AWGN and {¿(ú) is its projection onto the wavelet subspace

spanned by {rþ"n"(t),n e Z}.

One problem with this detection algorithm is that it works only with nearly perfect

time synchronization. Although the delay factor "ft) it easily resolved from the shift

of the output wavelet coefficients, the proposed receiver structure is very sensitive to

the estimation of 
"r(') 

b""un"e of the time-variance of DWT. Furthermore, performance

degradation is even worse when the signalling wavelet is a rational wavelet which is a

passband signal and the outputs of the wavelet analysis FB (actually the autocorrelation

function of þ¡,(t)) have severe fluctuations.

Another receiver structure with more robustness against the time synchronization

error is shown in Fig. 4.3. It is based on the optimum envelope detection for signals with
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4.3 Optimum Receiver Design

random phases [62]. The output decision variable is given by

where

and

€¿

r : t (a"il2 lpol l"*l Fo¿ I (¿),
L

t:7

T

lto ló,þ!,(t)l dt.

lo" 
"'' 

ll* tr"ll'å,(t -,)a,l at

¡o. deT

J" lË¿(t)ldt,

fou"'' lll-r"'')','*'çr - Òa'l at

¡o- alT

J" ló'þ",'p',(L)l dt

(4.1e)

(4.20)

lJo¿

oon |to (4.27)

The item ó,p.n,,¡,,r(ú) is the autocorrelation function of tþor(t) and pe is a constant related

to the signalling wavelet ,þ(t) bV

(4.22)

We see that, comparecl with the type 1 receiver, the type 2 receiver is suboptimum

in regard to the penalty on the output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as illustrated in the

next section. The advantage achieved by this detection algorithm is that the requirement

on time synchronization is much relaxed. We show in section 4.4 the performance of the

above two receivers denoted as type 1 and type 2 receivers respectively, by Monte Carlo

simulations. The theoretical derivation of probability of error and diversity gain is given

in sectiul 4.3.3.

4.3.3 Evaluation of Probability of Error and Divers¡ty Gain

To simplify the expression of the signal components out of the FBs, we multiply by a
factor of a-o¿12 for the filter channel of the type 1 receiver which has the scale of a¿, a,nd.

by a factor o¡ n-\atlz for the certain channel of the type 2 receiver in order to cancel the

parameters induced by the different energy of signal waveforms with different scales as
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Chapter 4 CROW's Application to Underwater Acoustic Communications

shown in (4.16) and (4.19). For simplicity, this multiplication is not shown in the receiver

block diagrams. The signal points stn) nL: I,2,"' ,M are defined by

s*: Arru@, Ø'23)

for both receivers, where e, is the energy of the basic signal pulse g(t): Jqrþ(t), A,n:
2md,, m : 1,2,. . . , M and.2d, is the distance between adjacent signal amplitudess .

For the type 1 receiver, the probability of error can be derived as (see Appendix B.1)

P¡a
2(M - r)

M
^ro

(tr-a¿

where the Q(.) function is defined by

"-t'l2dt, 
r ( o (4.25)

This error can be expressed in a simpler form in terms of the average received SNR

or output SNR. Assuming a1 1 a2 1 ''' <

lowest symbol rate through the subchannel with Doppler scaling factor of a-d¡' and filter

length /y'¿. Based on this lowest symbol rate, we define the average symbol energy of the

multipath signal without noise as e",162) and

M
Cwau

1

M
\-.
L "rn

d,2€oao" Ðl:, p7

M

L
2d2e pr)2

M

\lz*)'
rn:l

'(
(4.24)

ra )
lf*_t

J2" l"

)t'tuQr' 
+ 3M * r)d,2 e nao' D o?

" n:,

tn:I

(4.26)

From equation (4.26), we note that

s2 - - 
3€ou* 'e - 2(2M2 + 3M * r)aorDl:, p?

(4.27)

sNotice that the type2 receiver requires positive PAM signalling because of the l.l operatiou involved

in the formula of decision variable (4.19). Altliough the type 1 receiver allows standard PAM scheme

withA*:(2m-I-A[)d,m:I,2,--. ,M,positivePAMisadoptedforbothreceiversinthederivation
of formulae for a comparison of the system performance. Under the same M and d values, the standard

PAM signal has lower average symbol energy, which leads to improved power efficiency, comparing to the

positive PAM signal. The probability of error for the type 1 receiver with standard PAM can be obtained

conveniently by modifying the formula of average symbol erìergy in (a.26).
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4.3 Optimum Receiver Design

By substituting (a.27) for the d2en in (8.9), the average probability of a symbol error in

terms of the average power is given as

P¡a
3?"À

(2M2+3M+7) (4.28)

where 'y": eoulNo is defined as the average received SNR per symbol and À is a parameter

decided by the multipath attenuation factors and the resolved Doppler scales,

\ _ (Ðl:, po)'

o,"7, 7*-*' 
(4'29)

The output SNR obtained by the designed receiver, ?",o is

The probability of error can be expressed by 7",o as

I)1M-
2(M - 1) 3'Y"'o

2(2M2+3M+r)M

The diversity gain obtained with non-coherent combining can be expressed as

_ 4(2M2 + 3M + I)d,2en(ll:, pn)'
is'o - *oYrn--*-".t

(4.30)

(4.31)

(4.32)

For the type2 receiver, the probability of error is derived as (see Appendix 8.1)

2(M -L 2d2en(l!:rlpn), pZ

NoDl:ra-3o¿Nt

The derivation of P¡,y in terms of the 7" and î/",, is similar to the one of the type 1 receiver

and is omitted here. There is a performance loss for the Lype 2 receiver arising from the

summation of noise samples which is evaluated by

P¿o"" :10log,n ( (Ðl:',pn)'Dl:' ",-^'un\ (dB\ .
\/,é(tt:, lpnl'Ðl:, "-* ) 

(d'B) ' (4'34)

Given the inequality that (Ðt:rp¿)' < (Dl:rlpn)', tìne P¿o"" can be bounded by

P¡¡:
fuI

Pto"" { 10logr6 l!:r a-s" Nn

P?oDl:ro-^'

(4 33)

(dB), (4.35)

which is independent of the channel attenuation factors.

For comparison, the theoretical probability of error for type 1 and type 2 receivers is

calculated using the parameter setting in the simulation and is plotted in Fig. 4.L2 and

Fig. 4.13 together with the simulation results.
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Figure 4.4. The degree of lCl versus truncation length T for 3-channel model

4.4 Simulation Results

-,e- s
* sampllngperiodl/12s

'lr€ s-+-

In this section, we present the simulation results addressing the following issues

o System discretization

o Selection of wavelet scale factors

o System sensitivity to the time synchronisation error

o BER performance versus SNR

4.4.1 System Discretisation

For a discrete-time implementation of the receiver, we use a discrete-time approximation

of the wavelet basis functions as the analysis filters. In addition, since the rational or-

thogonal wavelets have infinite support in the time domain, the signalling wavelet has to
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4.4 Simulation Results

be truncated. There is a tradeoff among the symbol rate, system complexity and approx-

imation error in accordance with the sampling rate and the truncation length. For two

systems with the same sampling rate and non-overlapped signalling, the one with a longer

truncation length has a better system performance since the frequency spectrum of the

wavelet basis functions is better retained, although it has a ionger fiìter length ancÌ slower

symbol rate compared to the one with a shorter truncation length. The computation

complexity is reduced with a shorter truncation length by applying shorter filters in the

receiver, however more frequency sidelobes are thus induced and result in an increase in

the ICI.

Explicit formulae can be derived to show the relations between these relevant factors.

Suppose the signalling pulse is a rational orthogonal wavelet r/(ú) with dilation factor of

o : * which is truncated at [ús, ú1] with h - to: 7. With non-overlappecl signalling,q

the symbol rate is f I : |. From the definition of the rational orthogonal wavelet, we

know that the bandwidth of the wavelet basis function is BW,¡,1t¡ : lrr,uz) -- 2zr where

ut : (e - ffi)" and a,l3 : a2L,tr as shown in (2.13). Assume the maximum Doppler

compression scale is â/, where ô is the estimated Doppler dilation factor. It is worth

noting that a,lthough we assume a : ã, in the derivation of the transmultiplexer structure

in section 4.2, we can actually select a wavelet with dilation factor a smaller than the

Doppler dilation factor, a { ô,, for a finer lesolution. More details about the selection of

wavelet dilation factors are given in section 4.4.2.

According to the Nyquist sampling principle, to avoid spectrum distortion, the sample

period T, for the signalling pulse has to satisfy

ry- - 1/r / 1T

I s - r/./s \ ;-J--;-
A" A'U1

(4 36)

The matched filter in the receiver for the scale factor of ãot will have length ,n/¿ that

TN¿: a,
(|¿ (4.37)

T,

By substituting ?l of @.37) with (4.36), we have

N¿ 6@ùr)7o2r,
1f

1
(4 38)

If we keep the same truncated pulse shape and change the symbol rate by letting Í't : C f t
where C e IR is a constant, the signalling pulse is actually the dilated wavelet tþ(Ct) with
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a spectrum bandwidth of BWççtl - lCut,Cuz]:2rC. The sample period { has to

satisfy

T: < --:- (4.3e)
' - Cã!a2ut'

Suppose we have a 4-PAM signalling system with Doppler scales valued ut (å)-t,

(|)-2 and (å)-t For simplicity, the attenuation and delay factors are set to be equal for

the subchannels in the simulations through the whole section. The signalling wavelet is

fhe 312 wavelet. Therefore, we have (tt: I, (12:2, os : 3, a: ã: I and a2u1: fln.
For this simulation case, since we know that the Doppler scales are all dilation scales

(o¿ > 0), we can pick the smallest dilation scale (t)-1 to substitute for the parameter ã!

in (4.36). The sampling period ?l can then be selected based on the formula (4.36) (in

this case, ," < #) Given a truncation length of 7 and the desired symbol rate /f , we

can obtain the filter length and the practical sampling rate in the receiver by using the

formulae (4.37) and (4.39).

Based on the above 4-PAM signalling system, we examine the impact of discrete-

time approximation error that results in the loss of orthogonality (ICI) with the PR

transmultiplexer structure. Zero channel noise is assumed. FiS. 4.4 shows the degree of

ICI versus the truncation length ?. The impact of the sampling rate on the ICI is also

shown in Fig. 4.4. The degree of ICI is evaluated by calculating the normalised standard

deviation of the filter output with respect to the ideal output without ICI. In contrast to

the one-channel case where the degree of ICI simply represents the effect of truncation and

sampling and is calculated to be on the order of 10-14 or less, Fig. 4.4 indicates significant

performance loss for the multichannel case because of the ICI. However, by minimizing the

discretisation error, the ICI tends to decrease and approach the PR condition as derived

in the continuous-time context.

It is worth noting that the system discretisation has to be considered more carefully

for the Doppler compensation system with PSK/QAM signalling where phase information

is needed and is affected by the length and symmetry of the wavelet filters. In addition, the

use of complex rational orthogonal wavelet (CRO\M) featuring both amplitude and phase

information is required. Further investigation on more power- and frequency-efficient

UWA Doppler compensation structures with CROW-based PSK/QAM signalling and the

related issues is ongoing and is to be detailed in [89].
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4.4.2 Selection of Wavelet Scale Factors

As shown in the formulae of the two decision variables, we demonstrate that the ICI is

cancelled due to the orthogonality of the rational wavelet. This is the advantage we obtain

by applying the rational orthogonai waveiet as the shaping pulse. This iCi canceiìation

effect can also be explained from a frequency domain point of view. The signalling with
wavelets avoids the relatively large sidelobes which, for example, is a limitation of the

DFT-based rnodulator/demodulator in an OFDM system. The fine scale orthogonality

of the rational orthogonal wavelets further ensures the independence of the two signals

scaled by close Doppler scales when the spectrum of the two signals is sufficiently apart

or orthogonally overlappecl.

To illustrate the benefit of using rational orthogonal wavelets instead of a traditional

dyadic wavelet as the shaping pulse, we compare the ICI cancellation effect by using dyadic

Meyer wavelet signalling and 5f 4 rational wavelet signalling respectively. Assuming 3

existing Doppler scales, (å)-t, (å)-' u"¿ (å)-t, the different ICI cancellation performances

are illustrated in Fig. 4.5, Fig. 4.6, Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 by plotting the signal waveforms

at different stages of the system. The two simulated systems have the same symbol

rate and sample rate. Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.7 show the signals at the synthesis part of

the transmultiplexer. Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.8 show the outputs of the analysis FB before

multirate sampling and diversity combination (see Fig. a.1).

From Fig. 4.8 we see that with 5 f 4 rational wavelet signallirrg, the 3 Doppler scales can

be explicitly resolved with 0 dB noise as shown in (b),(c) and (d), where the information

of the syrnbol sequence is carried by the magnitude of these output pulse sequences. The

ICI has been mitigated as shown in (a) and (e). In contrast, with dyadic Meyer wavelet

signalling, the 3 scales can not be effectively resolved because of the poor ICI cancellation

as shown in Fig. 4.6. |trote that the cancellation of ISI caused by the multipath delay

shares the same figure of merit with the ICI cancellation based on the Rake-type receiver

structure in both time and sca,le domain as discussed in section 4.3.2.

Theoretically, with a Doppler scale dilation factor of ã, a rational olthogonal wavelet

with dilation factor of a : â suffices due to the scale orthogonality property. However,

since the rational orthogonal wavelets have inflnite support in the time domain, in the

practical implementation a discrete-time approximation is applied which causes the loss

of orthogonality in certain degrees as shown in Fig. 4.4. The use of a rational orthogonal
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wavelet with a dilation factor ø smaller than â creates a sort of redundancy as illustrated
in Fig. 4.9 and therefore leads to better ICI cancellation. Fig. 4.9 shows the multipath
signal spectrum wíth3l2 and 413 wavelet signalling respectively when the channel has

3 Doppler scales valued ut (;)-t, (t)-2 and (å)-' Fig. 4.10 gives a comparison of ICI
cancellation for this channel with finer signalling wavelets (413,514 and 6/5 wavelets)

as well as 312 wavelet, all with fixed sampling period of 716 and therefore with the
same filter length for certain truncation length ?. We see that the performance of ICI
cancellation is improved significantly with finer wavelet scales. The mismatch of the
Doppler and wavelet dilation scales, however, may lead to the non-monotonicity of the
performance, which indicates that the ICI may not necessarily be mitigated by the small
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Figure 4.10. The degree of lCl versus truncation length T with wavelet dilation factors valued at

312, 413,514 and 6/5 respectively.

amount of increase of the truncation length 7. Again, there is a tradeoff between the

wavelet resolution, the symbol rate, the filter length and the available channel bandwidth

which can be formulated as follows.

Assuming a bandlimited channel with the channel bandwidth BW : lf n,ln¿l and

Doppler scales {ã,-'t : -J 1 -a¿ I 1,7 < (,< L}, we have

2nf u 1Cã,-Iut < Cã,ra312rf n¿. (4.40)

With the relation in (2.13), we see that for the existence of a solution for the proposed

wavelet signalling scheme, the channel has to meet the condition that

rn¿ > (+)' ¡"ou,,*,,. (4.41)

The formuh @.a0) can be further simplified as

2trf 7oã,1 l Cut 12trf ¡¡¿a-2ã-r. (4.42)

This constraint on ø1 indicates that the signalling wavelet has to be carefully chosen not

only to achieve a sufficient scale resolution but also to satisfy the channel bandwidth

32 wavelet signslling

4/3 wavelet signalling

6i5 wavelet s¡gña{09

5/4 wavelet sigñalling
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requirement. Based on a selected signalling wavelet, the maximum symbol rate is derived

from (4.42) as

l'r,rnor: m, Ø'43)

which is restrictecl by the spectrum characteristics of the selected signalling wavelet (o'rt)

and the truncation length 7.

In general, being aware of the tradeoff between these related system parameters, we

have a full control of the system performance by selecting the signalling wavelet (pu-

rameter ø) and discretization accuracy (parameters 7i and ?) to meet speciflc system

requirements.

4.4.3 System Sensitivity to the Time Synchronisation Error

We simulate a 4-PAM signalling system with Doppler scales valued ut (å)-t, (f)-2 and

(å)-t The rational orthogonal wavelet with dilation factors of f is employed as the

signalling pulses in the simulation. The matched FB is constructed by pre-scaling the

signalling wavelet according to the estimated Doppler dilation factor which is f in the

simulation. An extension to Doppler scale dilation factors finer than f is straightforward

with rational orthogonal signalling wavelets of finer scale dilation factors and longer anal-

ysis and synthesis filters. A randomly generated 100,000 symbols are used to test the

performance of the proposed receiver structures. Notice that for the limited number of

the symbols, the bit error rate (BER) is evaluated to be zero if its value is sufficiently

small, which is shown in the subsequent figures on the BER performance.

We compare the sensitivity of the two receivers to the time synchronisation error

which is illustrated in Fig. 4.7I. Zero channel noise is assumed. The BER is evaluated as

a function of synchronisation erïor. Assuming a coarse synchronisation is conducted at

the input of the receiver, we focus on the synchronisation implemented in each subchannel.

The synchronisation error is denoted as the percentage of maximum timing jitter error

out of the symbol rate in each subchannel and we assume the same error percentage for

all subchannels. To exclude the effect of noise on the receiver performance, we set zero

AWGN in the analysis. The timing jitter error percentage has a ïange of 0 to 50% with

astep o10.5%. Forcertaintiming jittererrorpercentage, e.g.,30T0, thetimingerrorfor

each symbol is uniformly distributed within 30% of the symbol period'
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Figure 4.11. Performance of two receivers with different synchronisation errors with 413 wavelet

signalling.

As shown in Fig. 4.11, the type 1 receiver is very sensitive to the synchronisation error

and can only work with a time error less than 1%. Although good BER shows at certain

intervals when the time error is larger lkran L%0, the receiver becomes unstable because

of the big fluctuation of the BER performance. A strict time synchronisation process is

therefore essential for this type of receiver. In contrast, the type 2 receiver shows good

adaptation to the synchronisation error and works with a time error as large as 40%o. The

complexity of the receiver structure is significantly reduced with a simple synchronisation

design (such as the signal energy detection).

4.4.4 BER Performance Versus SNR

The BER performance of the two types of receivers with different SNR is illustrated in

Fig. 4.72 and Fig. 4.13. For comparison, the SNR performance with different synchronisa-

tion errors with timing error percentages of 0, I}Yo,20Yo,30% and 40Yo,is plotted in the

same figure. The SNR is shown as the measured received SNR 7- which has the relation

with 7" (defined in section 4.3.3) as.y*: fr : #ï. In Fig. 4.12,Lhetype2 receiver
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shows goocl anti-noise capabilit5, ¿n.1 remains stable when the timing error is less than

40%. Fig.4.13 shows that for the type 1r'eceiver the system performance is dominated

by the timing error, Moreover, the BER plots with timing error of 2To and 5% indicate

the fluctuation of the system performance that is in accordance with the results shown

in Fig. 4.11. On the other hand, with a perfect time synchronisation, the BER of the
type 2 receivel is higher than that of the type 1 receiver. This fact can be deduced from

the computation of the two different decision variables. For the type2 receiver, the noise

item is enhanced comparing to the type 1 receiver since an integration process on {¿(ú)
is involved. For both receivets, the simulated system performance is degraded compared

with the theoretical derivation. This is because of the loss of orthogonality caused by the

discrete-time approximation as shown in section 4.4.1.

4.5 Conclusions

The main contributions of this chapter are summarised in the following together with
some remarks.

1) A transmultiplexer system model is proposed based on wavelet pulse sig-
naling in the transmitter to characterise a multipath/Doppler channel and the
recovery of Doppler compensated signal based on perfect reconstruction (PR)
wavelet filter banks (FBs).

The proposed transmultiplexer structure for- broadband Doppler compensation avoids

the explicit estimation of accumulated/instant Doppler scale, that is, the averaging pro-

cess, by capturing the information carried by signals of all (or dominant) existing Doppler

scales. The effective implementation of this structure is based on a special class of
wavelets,rationalorthogonalwaveletswithascaledilationfactorofai:jeZ,7<a<2
proposed in chapter 2. Comparing with the existing Doppler compensation methods, the
proposed broadband Doppler compensation structure leads to less residual Doppler due

to the resolution of the multi-scale nature of the multipath/Doppler channel.

2) It is demonstrated in this chapter that the transmultiplexer structure for
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Chapter 4 CROW's Application to Underwater Acoustic Communications

broadband Doppler compensation is equivalent to an ,L-th order diversity sys-

tem, which forms the basis of the optimum receiver design.

A further insight of the transmultiplexer system model reveals that the addressed

wavelet-based Doppler compensation system is identical to an ,L-th order tranmission di-

versity communication system. This equivalence facilitates the optimum receiver design

and the performance characterisation which are also identical to those of an Z-th order

diversity system.

3) Optimum receivers are designed for the proposed system structure based

on the maximum likelihood (Mt) criterion.

Optimum receivers for wavelet-based PAM signalling are designed under the ML de-

cision criterion for diversity combination and symbol detection. For simplicity, we adopt

RROWs as a special case of the CROWs to form the PAM signalling scheme, while the

extension to the PSK modulation scheme based on the CROWs is straightforward. Two

types of receivers are designed. Compared with the type 1 receiver which is based on

the traditional optimal correlation/matched filtering demodulators, the type 2 receiver

with modified demodulation structure is superior with its robustness against severe time

synchronisation error.

4) Theoretical derivation of the probability of error for the two receivers is

given together with supporting Monte Carlo simulations.

Taking advantage of the properties of rational orthogonal wavelets, the two types of

receivers designed achieve good system performance in Doppler compensation, ISI and

ICI cancellation, and noise mitigation. With a perfect time synchronisation, the BER

performance of the type 1 receiver outperforms the one of the type 2 receiver. However,

the type 2 receiver outperforms the type 1 receiver in the sense of its unique robustness

against time synchronisation errors. The theoretical probability of error for the two re-

ceivers is derived followed by supporting Monte Carlo simulation.

5) The tradeoff between system parameters is analysed, and the correspond-

ing evaluation formulas are derived so that wê have full control of the system
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performance by selecting the parameters to suit specific communication sce-

narios.

For a, discrete-time implementation of the receiver, a discrete-time approximation

of the wavelet basis functions is used to form the analysis filters. In addition, since

the rational orthogonal wavelets have infinite support in the time domain, the signalling

wavelet has to be truncated. There is a tradeoff among the symbol rate, system complexity

and approximation error in accordance with the sampling rate and the truncation length.

This tradeoff is examined by simulations addressing the issues of system discretisation,

the selection of wavelet scale factors, system sensitivity to the time synchronisation error

and BER performance versus SNR respectively.

Comparecl with the existing Doppler compensation methods [93] , [63] , [1 7] , [70] ,142], the

proposecl broadband Doppìer compensation structure leads to less residual Doppler due to

the resolution of the multi-scale nature of the multipath/Doppler channel. However, the

complexity of the system could increase for communication scenarios with slow moving

platforms. The selected wavelet dilation factor has to be very small for srnall Doppler

scales to be resolved which leads to long filters and low symbol rate for a bandlimited

channel. Therefore, traditional Doppler compensation schemes are more applicable in

this case. The proposed broadband Doppler compensation structure is more suitable for

the scenarios when the Doppler scale (defined as the ratio of the speed of the rnobile

platform to the speecl of the tra,nsmission carrier), is relatively large. In these cases, the

shortage caused by high platlor-m speed for traditional Doppler- compensation stluctures

actually becomes an advantage of the proposed system. For the communication between

underwater vehicles moving at a speed of more than 45 knots, the magnitude of the

Doppler compression or expansion can exceed I'/o and the difference of Doppler scales

between eigen paths reaches 0.7%. The length of filters has to be sufficiently large for this

application, which is acceptable for practical implementation due to the low transmission

speed of acoustic signals. For the type 1 receiver, an efficient receiver structure can be

implemented via the tree-structured F\ /T algorithm proposed in chapter 2" However, for

the type 2 receiver, the modified receiver structule is based on a, parallel filter bank and

the advantage it achieves for the synchronisation does not hold with a tree-structured

filter bank. More efficient implemcntation may use FFT-based convolution algorithms

and can benefit from advanced DSP techniques on parallel calculations. Furthermore,
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Chapter 4 CROW's Application to Underwater Acoustic Communications

the proposed system is also promising for its application to inter-satellite communications

and other high.speed aircraft communications.
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Chapter 5

CRO\M's Application to UWB IR
Communications

5.1 lntroduction

Ultra-wideband (UWB) technology for transmitting information spread over a large band-

width plays an important role in broadband wireless communications [82], [83]. A UWB

system features very short pulses on the order of nanoseconds as the transmission sig-

nal and operates at baseband without the involvement of carriers. Based on the Federal

Communications Commission (FCC)'s regulation on the UWB spectrum of 3.1 to 10'6

GHz , a UWB pulse has to be carefully designed to conform to the FCC spectrum mask.

Variant UWB pulses have been designed, e.g. the 2nd derivative of Gaussian, Rayleigh

pulse, orthogonal Hermite pulses [7], [38] and wavelet-based UWB pulses based on B-spline

wavelet [56], modulated Gaussian wavelet [6i], Haar wavelet [96] and wavelet packets [25].

It is worth noting that all the existing UWB pulses are real pulses'

In this chapter, the design of complex Ultra-wideband (UWB) pulses is presented

which enables the phase-shift keying (PSK) modulation for UWB Impulse Radio (IR)

Communications. Two classes of complex UWB pulses are proposed based on complex

Gaussian wavelets and the complex rational orthogonal wavelets (CROWs) proposed in

chapter 2. The designed complex UWB pulses are in accordance with the FCC regu-

Iated spectrum for UWB communications. Formulae in closed form are derived for a full

control of the time and frequency properties of the designed UWB pulses. The system
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5.2 Complex UWB Pulse Construction

characterisation of the complex UWB pulse-based PSK modulation and demodulation is

presented. A novel PSK demodulator based on complex wavelet signalling is proposed

with unique robustness against timing jitter.

Besides the inherent advantages of PSK modulation which lead to high power effi-

ciency and high data rate, the proposed PSK scheme in the UWB communication context

provides a more flexible way to construct new UWB modulation schemes by combining

PSK with other basic modulation options such as the pulse amplitude modulation (PAM)

and the pulse position modulation (PPM). In addition, based on the derived formulae and

the groundwork in chapter 3 on the CROW-based OFDM, the proposed U\MB pulse de-

sign method also provides a solution to the construction of multiband (MB) UWB OFDM

systems.

The chapter is organised as follows. The design of two classes of complex UWB pulses

is presented in section 5.2. Section 5.3 presents the signal characterisation of UWB PSK

communication based on complex UWB pulses. The corresponding receiver design is given

together with some simulation results illustrating the demodulation plocess. Section 5.4

presents the conclusions of this chapter.

5.2 Complex UWB Pulse Construction

5.2.1 Complex Gaussian Wavelet Based UWB Pulses

We define the complex Gaussian wavelet6 by

P(t) : "-iurl'(l) e-(Ð", (5.1)

wher-e { is the tirne scaling factor and f " 
is the basis wavelet center frequency. Although the

Gaussian wavelet has infinite support in both the time domain and the frequency domain,

it can be delived ihat p(t) has an effective support of [-3.5(,3.5{] (s) in the time domain

and an effective support of [(,f" - 1.f;1-t,(Í"+ 1.5)€-t] (Hz) in the frequency domain

which contains more than 99.99% of the total energy. Therefore, p(t) has a waveform of
6Note that the definition here is different from that of complex Ga,ussian wavelets in the Matlab wavelet

toolbox and is closer to the definition of Gabor wavelets or complex Morlet wavelets. We denote this

definition as cornplex Ganssian wavelet in the sense that it is based on scaled versions of the modulated

com¡rlex Gaussian function.
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Chapter 5 CROW's App lication to UWB lR Communications

length T : 7€ and the bandwidth of BW : 3€-t. An example of the complex Gaussian

wavelet with /" : IHz and { : 1 is shown in Fig. 5.1'

Two parameters, { and f ", 
ín the definition (5.1) control the time and frequency

properties of p(t). To meet the FCC regulation on the UWB spectrum [3.1,10.6] (GHz)'

the two parameters have to be selected carefully to conform the FCC spectrum mark.

The constraints on these two parameters are derived as follows:

(/"-15)€-'>3.1 (GHz)

(/" + r.s)6-1 < 10.6 (GHz)

BW :36-t < 7.5 (GHz)

T:7t:ø (ns)

(5 2)

(5 3)

(5 4)

(5 5)

where o is the desirable pulse length in nanosecond for a specific application.

Equations (5.2) and (5.4) Iead to the lower bound on the value of /":

f " > tbç") : -3ir¡;* 1.5 : 2.Ta (Hz). (5 6)
t.¿lò

The upper bound of /" can be derived from equations (5.3) and (5'5) as

f . < ub6") : ro:" 
- 1.b (Hz). (b 7),7

From (5.6) and (5.7), we see that for the existence of a solution of f., t'here is lb(/") <

ub(f.). Therefore o has to satisfy

o > (2.74 + 1.5)71t0.6 : 2.8 (ns). (5 8)

Based on a designed UWB pulse length of o, ø > 2.8ns, the 2 parameters for the pulse

definition can be determined by

€ : o 17 (x 1o-e),

2.74: tbfl.) 1 f" 1ub(¡.) :!f - 1.5 (Hz) (5 e)

Notice that f. can be selected from a range of values, therefore the designed UWB

pulses are not unique. If the length of the UWB pulse is allowed to be relatively long so

that the bandwidth of the pulse is relatively narrow comparing to the FCC regulated 7.5
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GHz UWB bandwidth, multiple /" values can be selected to construct multiple orthogonal

UWB pulses which meet the FCC mask. In this case, the interval between the selected

f" has to satisfy

Ll.: ¡(t+t) - r:ù > 3 (Hz), ,i : L,. . . ,N, (5.10)

where the number of available orthogonal pulses ,ly' is determined by

¡/

where the operation L..l rounds the amount to the nearest integer less than or equal to its

10.5o - 0.4131 ,
(5.11)

value

As an example, Fig. 5.2 shows a complex Gaussian wavelet-based UWB pulse and

its frequency spectrum with o:3 ns. { is around 0.429x 10-'. /" is selected to be 3 Hz

from the range of 2.74 1 f " 13.043 Hz.

5.2.2 Complex Rational Orthogonal Wavelet Based UWB Pulses

In a similar manneï, another class of complex wavelets, the complex rational orthogonal

wavelets (CROWs) proposed in chapter 2, can be designed as UWB pulses in accordance

with the FCC regulation for UWB communications.

Defining the UWB pulse as

p(t): rþ*(tlÐ, (5'12)

where { is the time scaling factor, and denoting the bandwidth and pulse length as BW

and ? respectively, we have the constraints on the pulse design as

,r€-'> 3.1 (GHz)

,r€-'< 10.6 (cnz)

BW : €-1 < 7.b (GHz)

T:16€:o(ns).

(5.13)

(5.14)

(5 15)

(5.16)
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5.2 Complex UWB Pulse Construction

By substituting (2.13) into the equations of constraints, the two parameters, g and

(, can be selected by these constraints. From equations (5.13) and (5.15), we have

1' n )r- z.rll.5,qez+ (b.17)iQ-ffi1>3'rl7'5, Q€za 
'

which leads to the lower bound of q as

q>Ib(q):2, Q€Z+' (5'1S)

From equations (5.14) and (5.16), we have

(o * l\2

- 

< t0.6olI62q*I
2(0.6625o - 1) + 2 0.6625o

2
-1 1+ q<

- 2(0.6625" - I) + 2(0.6625") - L

¿
2.65o - 3 _L+ q<ublq): 2 ,eeZ-.

For the existence of a solution of q, there is lb(q) < ub(q). Therefore a has to satisfy

2.65o - 3
->2

2

+ o > 712.65 = 2.64 (ns). (5.20)

(5 le)

(5.21)

Based on a designed UWB pulse length of a, o > 2.64 ns, the 2 parameters for the pulse

definition can be determined by

t: olTa (x10-s),

z : tb(q) 1 q < ub(q) :'S=, q € Z+

Notice that q can be selected from a set of integers, therefore the designed UWB

pulses are not unique. If the length of the UWB pulse ø is allowed to be relatively long,

multiple q values can be selected from the range of 12, 2 + (M - 1)], where M is the

number of available q and'is detelmined by

M : l"b(q)-tu(q))
x ll.325o - 2.5) . (5.22)

For a selected q, multiple orthogonal UWB pulses are available with overlapped frequency

spectrum and a dilation factor of o : T. The number of available orthogonal UWB
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Chapter 5 CROW's Application to UWB lR Communications

pulses -ðy' can be calculated by

^/ ['"*"S*']
(5.23)

The maximum number of orthogonal pulses Nrro, is reached with the maximum q value,

q : M +7, where -1'll is calculated by (5.22). To form a multiple pulse division multiplexing

scheme, there is an additional constraint on the minimum q value for a selected number

of pulses l/ derived by

,r€-'> 3.1 (GHz)

,r€-t (a 
* I¡'ru+r < 10.6(GHz)
q

+q> lrt**1"--1)-'l , þ.24)
1"3.1 

/ / l'
where the operation [.] rounds to the nearest integer larger than or equal to its element.

An example of the CRO\M with q : 1 and { : 1 is shown in Fig. 5.3. Fig. 5.4 shows

a CROW-based UWB pulse and its frequency spectrum with o : 3 ns, { is valued at

0.1875 x 10-e, and q is selected to be 2.

For longer pulse lengths, a comparison of the number of available multiple overlapped

orthogonal pulses based on Gaussian and CROW pulses, -|y'-o" versus the desirable UWB

pulse length o is shown in Fig. 5.5 based on the formulae in (5.11) and (5.23). It indicates

that with the same pulse length a, the number of available orthogonal pulses based on

the CRO\M is larger than that based on complex Gaussian wavelet. It demonstrates that

CROW-based schemes could achieve better spectrum efficiency over complex Gaussian

wavelet-based schemes. Moreover, the advantage gets more significant if longer pulse

length is allowed.

5.3 CROW-Based PSK Modulation for UWB lR

In this section, we present the system characterisation of UWB PSK communication based

on complex UWB pulses. Complex wavelet-based PSK modulation has been presented

in [91]. Follow the derivation in [91], the modulated UV/B signal and its properties were
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studied. The novel demodulation method presented in [91] is introduced here. This

demodulation method leads to a receiver structure with unique robustness against timing
jitter which is a highly desired property for UWB communication systems.
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5.3.1 M-ary PSK Modulation with Complex UWB Pulses

The transmitted PSK signals are represented as

s-(t) ftfeio^ p(t)], m : 1,2,. .., M,

cos0^ p,"(t) - sin0,, p¿(t), (5 25)

where sù[.] returns the real palt of a complex signal, 0*: ff(m. - 1) + 96 and d6 is the

initial phase coefficient, p,(t) and n(t) are the real and imaginary parts of the complex

UWB pulse p(ú) respectively. The data sequence is mapped to the phase of the pulse

sequence as 0*. Comparing with the conventional PSK modulation [62], we see that

the sinusoidal carrier signal with pulse shaping is replaced by the complex pulse. The

/il
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Figure 5.6. Transmitted 4-PSK signal waveforms besed on complex Gaussian UWB pulse shown in

Fig.5.2

transmitted signal is a linear combination of two orthogonal ',¡/avelets pr(t) and p¿(t) in

contrast to the conventional orthogonal sine and cosine carriers.

Using the UWB pulse shown in Fig. 5.2, the signal wavefonns of a 4-PSK modulation

are shown in Fig. 5.6. The initial phase 0s is [.

5.3.2 UWB Receiver Design

As proposed in [91]¡ a novel receiver structure is applicable based on the complex wavelet

signalling, in this case, the complex wavelet pulse UWB signalling. The receiver structure

is shown in Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 with complex signal and real signal flow respectively.

The real and imaginary outputs of the demodulator before sampling, r.(t) and r"(t),
can be expressed as
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Figure 5.7. PSK demodulation with complex signal flow
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Figure 5.8. PSK demodulation with equivalent real signal flow

T

,(t)

T
I

r.(t) :
+

+

r"(t) :
+

+

(A*"rþ(t) - A*"rþ(t)) * tþ(t) 'þ(t)

(A*.rþ(t) - A*,rþ(t)¡ * $çt1 .$çt¡

n.(t)

(A^.rþ(t) - A*"rþ(t)) * ,þ(t). t-øt¿ll
(A,,"rþ(t) - A^"rþ(t)) * 1þ(t) 'ú(t)

n"(t)

(5.26)

(5.27)

(5.28)

n"(t) : n(t) *lþ(t) . ,þ(t) + n(t) * rþ(t) ' ,þ(t)

n"(t) : n(t) * rþ(t) . (-rþ(Ð) + n(t) * rþ(t) 'rþ(t),

-t)p (

p ,(t)

P,(t)

where
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Then the real part of the output signal r"(ú) (equation 5.27) can be rewritten as

5.3 CROW-Based PSK Modulation for UWB lR

and n(Í) is the AWGN noise. Notice fhat tþ(t) * ú(t) : ó,4,(t) is the autocorrelation

function of tþ(t). For abbreviation we denote this autocorrelation function as the function

u(ú) and the following equations can be easily derived that

'î'(t) * rt'

"i'@ *'i' (5.2e)

r.(t) : A,""(u(t) .,þ(t) + u(t) . 1þ(t))

+ A,."(u(t) .',Î'Al - tt(t) .ú(t))

+ n"(t), (5.30)

We see that ø(ú) is related with þ(t) by V(a) : ú(u)', where I/(ø) and itr(r,.,) are

the frequency spectrum of u(ú) and tþ(t) respectively. Define u(t) : 
"+(t) 

.,,þi(t), where

ua(t) is the analytic form of u(t) andrþi(t) is the conjugate analytic form of tþ(t). It can

be further proved that

(¿)

(t)

u

-U

),

(ú)

u(t) .þ(t) + u(t) .1þ(t) :
u@ .$(t) - û(t) .ú(t) :

u(t),

À(f) æ 0, (5.31)

where ì(ú) has the spectrum Â(ø) that

^(r) 
: H(-.^')(u(u) - u(-u)) - ¡r(r)(u(r) - u(-r)),
: 2H(a)(U(u) - U(-r)), (5.32)

where U (u) is the frequency spectrum of z(f ). u(ú) is a lowpass signal and U (u) -U (-u) x
0 because of the nearly symmetric spectrum of U(a).

Therefore, r.(t) in equation 5.27 can be simplified as

,.(t) : A,".u(t)+n.(t) (5.33)

Following a similar derivation, the imaginary part of the output signal r"(t) can be ex-

pressed as
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The output decision variables after the periodic sampling are

rc : A*"u(T - %) + n.(T - Ts),

rs : A*"u(T - 7ì) -t n"(T - To), (b.35)

where 7 is the symbol period and ?6 is a fixed initial time shift for the periodic sampling
which can be selected according to the waveforms of r.(t) and r" (ú). The periodic sampling
process can be replaced by integration and then periodic sampling in the receiver design.
The output decision variable is based on the sampling of the lowpass signal u(ú), which
results in the improved robustness against the timing error.

Based on the transmitted signals shown in Fig. 5.6, the two filters as shown in the
receiver structure can be constructed by discretising the continuous waveform of p(t) at
the Nyquist rate and are shown in Fig. 5.9. Both of them have the filter length of 57.

Fig. 5.10(a) shows the scatterplot of the output signal before sampling with per-
fect time synchronisation. The corresponding waveforms of r.(t) and r"(ú) are shown in
Fig' 5.11. As shown in [91], this demodulation structure has the robustness against the
timing error as large as 30% of the pulse period comparing to the traditional correlation
based demodulator which only works with a timing error less than 7%. For UWB sys-

tems, the benefit of this demodulation structure is even more significant because of the
relatively long intervals between the pulses. The scatterplot of the output r"(t) + jr"(t)
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with different timing delay errors and an example of the waveforms of r"Q) and r"(ú) are

shown in Fig. 5.tO(b)(c)(d) and Fig. 5.12. Similar performance is achieved for negative

timing delay errors. As shown in Fig. 5.10(b) and Fig. 5.12, with a timing delay valued

at 80% of the pulse period, the demodulated 4 signal waveforms remain orthogonal but
with much smaller amplitudes which makes it very sensitive to noise. In this case, the

demodulation performance relies on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the system which

also shows good noise mitigation performance with relatively small but still significant

timing error resistance as shown in Fig. 5.10(d).
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Figure 5.11. Signal waveforms of r.(t) and rr(ú) for 4-PSK signalling (perfect synchronisation)

5.4 Conclusions

The main contributions of this chapter are summarised in the following together with

some remarks.

1) The PSK modulation is proposed for UWB IR communications based on

complex U\MB pulses.

Based on real UWB pulses, various modulation methods have been proposed for

UWB systems, including the conventional binary and M-ary PAM and PPM, BPSK,

OOK [34], as well as many modified modulation methods based on the conventional ones,

such as the combined M-ary PAM and PPM [95], combined BPSK and M-ary PPM [94],
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length)

and M-ary PPM with multiple orthogonal UWB pulses [45]. To address the issues of

channel estimation, multiple-access, transmit-reference (TR)-based modulation [7a] and

time-hopping (TH)/direct sequence (DS) spread spectrum PPM schemes [94] are also

proposed for UWB systems.

This chapter demonstrates that the PSK modulation is possible for UWB IR com-

munications based on complex UWB pulses. Compared with other basic modulation

schemes, e.g., PAM and PPM, based on real UWB pulses, PSK modulation has the in-

herent advantages of high power efficiency and high data rate under the circumstance of

a sufficient SNR level and similar system configurations. More speciflcally, it provides

a more flexible way to construct new modulation schemes, such as combined PSK and
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Chapter 5 CROW's Application to UWB lR Communications

PPM modulation and combined PSK, PAM and PPM modulation, which are able to take

advantage of the benefits of different modulation schemes and achieve an optimal tradeoff

to suit a specific application.

2) Two classes of complex UWB pulses are proposed trased on complex Gaus-

sian wavelets and the CRO.Ws respectively.

Formulaeinclosedform (5.9), (5.21) arederivedforafullcontrolof thetimeandfre-

quency properties of the designed UWB pulses. The proposed UWB pulse design method

also provides a solution to the construction of MB UWB systems by using relatively

Iong complex UWB pulses (large values of o). Explicit formulae (5.11), (5.23), (5.22)

are derived that indicate the number of subbands available within the FCC mask and

the waveforms of the orthogonal subband UWB pulses. Another important fact revealed

by this thesis is that the CROW-based UWB orthogonal pulses have overlapped spectra

and therefore have better spectrum efficiency than the complex Gaussian wavelet-based

UWB pulses. An indication is that with the same pulse length o, the number of available

orthogonal pulses based on CROW is larger than that based on complex Gaussian wavelet

as derived in (5.11) and (5.23) and illustrated in Fig.5.5.

It is worth noting that the CROW-based OFDM proposed in chapter 3 also provides

the groundwork for the construction of MB UWB OFDM systems from a clifferent an-

gle. The extension to the CROW-based Multiband UWB OFDM systems with improved

spectrum efficiency and robustness through time-frequency dispersive channels is straight-

forward.

3) A novet PSK demodulator is proposed based on complex wavelet signalling

which has unique robustness against timing jitter.

A novel PSK demodulator based on complex wavelet signalling is developed and

achieves unique robustness against timing errors. As shown in section 5.3.2, this demod-

ulation structure has the robustness against a timing error as large as 30% of the pulse

period. (Note that the traditional correlation based demodulator requires a timing error

less than 1%.) For U\MB systems, the benefit of this demodulation structure is even more

significant because of the relatively long intervals between the pulses.
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Chapter 6

CRO\M's Application to Radio

Vehicular Communications

6.1 lntroduction

In this chapter, signal format design is addressed for OFDM-based transmission schemes

that are able to cope with the Doppler dispersion due to terminal motions [36] in radio ve-

hicular communications. As a special case of the radio vehicular communication systems,

we target the OFDM design for mobile wireless local area networks (WLANs).

More than a complement of the cellular communications networks, the WLANs pro-

vide flexible high bit rate data services at hot spots [36] and will play an important role

in future 4th generation (4G) broadband ubiquitous communication infrastructure. In

current IEEE 802.11 standards [5], WLAN can provide up to 54 Mbps data transmis-

sion rate, and the services are intended for stationary or low mobility users. However,

communications between WLAN devices can occur in high velocity mobile environments,

and mobile WLAN devices would be expected to transfer data between vehicles at speeds

up to 120km/h [53]. As mentioned in [36], if a future WLAN standard can cope with

high mobility of users with a bit higher transmission rate, we will be able to call it a 4G

system.

A major issue towards this 4G WLAN is the physical layer transmission techniques

with high mobility support. Based on the groundwork in chapter 3, where a new OFDM
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scheme based on complex rational orthogonal wavelets (CROW-OFDM) was proposed,

this chapter develops a multi-band (MB) CROW-OFDM scheme particularly for WLAN
applications. The system performance in multipath/mobile environments is analysed by

simulations using Jakes' channel model [40].

The chapter is organised as follows. The construction of MB-CROW-OFDM for

WLAN applications is presented in section 6.2. The system performance analysis is de-

tailed in section 6.3 addressing stationary multipath channels and Doppler dispersive

channels respectively. Section 6.4 presents the conclusions of this chapter.

6.2 MB-CROW-OFDM Scheme

Due to the good tirne-frequency localisation property of CROW wavelets, the CROW-

OFDM proposecl in chapter 3 provides an alternative solution opposite to the FFT/IFFT
based DFT-OFDM in high-mobility vehicular communication scenarios. In this section,

we present the MB-CROW-OFDM scheme particularly for high mobility WLAN applica-

tions.

As a wavelet-based OFDM scherte, CROW-OFDM has an important feature which is

the non-uniform bandwidth of the subchannels. This feature facilitates the implementa-

tion of multi-rate transmission for multiple services with different data rate requirements.

However, the non-uniform banclwidth would lead to variant transmission properties of

the subchannels in frequency selective channels. With ¡/ subchannels, the banclwidth

difference of the first and the l/-th channel reaches ¿(N-r) times. It might lead to a huge

difference of the syrnbol rates and the transmission properties which depend on the value

of ¿ and I/. For a dyadic wavelet (a:2) and 64 subchannels, the difference reaches 264

times. Moreover, the bandwidth of each subchannel should be limited as well so that each

subchannel could be regarded as a flat fading channel in ordel to combat the multipath.

Therefore, instead of using one tree for all the subchannels, a combined parallel multi-
tree structure) e.g. for 64-subchannel OFDM, 16 trees, each of which has 4 subchannels,

could be applied so that the propagation properties of the subchannels would not vary

too much because of the non-uniform partition of the spectrum. This scheme is termed

as the MB-CROW-OFDM scheme.
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Chapter 6 CROW's Application to Radio Vehicular Communications

Referring to the IEEE 802.lIalg standards [1], a typical specification of DFT-OFDM

for WLAN applications is given as follows. For a 20 MHz channel spacing, a 64-point

FFT is used for 52 subchannels (48 data subcarriers and 4 pilot subcarriers) with a

subcarrier spacing of Ar : 20MHz f A+ :0.3125 MHz. The FFT symbol period isTppT :
1lL, :3.2p,s. With a CP of length TGt :0.8¡-r,s, the transmitted symbol period is

Tsvt,t : TFpr *Tct : 4 lL,s which leads to the bit rate of 24 Mbps with QPSK modulation

or 12 Mbps with Il2 coding rate.

With MB-CROW-OFDM, we divide the 20 MHz channel spacing into 16 subbands,

each of which has a bandwidth of 1.25 MHz and is further divided into 4 subchannels by

implementing 4-channel CROW-OFDM. Fig. 6.1 (a) shows the separate spectra of the

CROW-OFDM signal in 4 subchannels within one subband with a:312. Fig. 6.1 (b)

shows the combined spectrum of the 4-channel CROW-OFDM signal. The spectrum of

transmitted signal with 64 subchannels and 16 subbands has a form of combined and

shifted 4-channel basedband CROW-OFDM spectrum without overlapping as shown in

Fig. 6.1 (c). For comparison, the spectra of the MB-CROW-OFDM signal with q : 8 and

thus ¿ :918 are shown in Fig 6.2 which illustrates evener subchannel frequency division

with a smaller ¿ value within one subband.

To form the bandwidth of the 4-channel baseband signal to be BW : I.25 MHz, the

output of the 4-channel synthesis FB must be scaled by a factor of {. Numbering the

4 channels from the lower frequency band by 1,... ,4, and assuming that the signalling

pulse in channel-4 (the highest frequency band) is the wavelet basis function r/a(f), the

scaling factor ( can be expressed as

t:^ffiw,, (6 1)

where BWo: I.21MHz and ll : 4. To move the 16 baseband signals to certain frequency

band in order to conform to the WLAN signal spectrum, e.g. the frequency bandwidth,

BW :20MHz, from f¡:5.LT GHz to ftt :5.19GH2, the baseband signal must be

further modulated by sinusoidal carriers, f[o),i:1, "' ,16, calculated by

flo) : f@ - uta-N t, rc.2)

where fy : fr. + (i - I)BW,.

The available symbol rate with NOL signalling can be calculated by

oNoL - 
MfRt\uL:Ë(t*a-r +...+ot-t), (63)
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Figure 6.1. Spectrum of MB-CROW-OFDM signal with e:2. (a) spectra of 4 subchannels ¡n one

subband, (b) spectrum of one subband, (c) spectrum of 16 subbands.

where M is the number of parallel trees and AI :16,7¿ is the truncation length of the

',¡/avelet basis function T/1(ú). The symbol rate 
"vith 

OL signalling is given as

RoL : pNOr 7.,þ
(6.4)

(l

As an example, the design parameters for MB-CROW-OFDM with different q values

are shov/n in Table 6.I. T,þ is set to be an integer number of 10. The formulae to calculate

the bandwidth efficiency of non-overlapped (NOL) and overlapped (OL) CRO\ /-OFDM,

pNoL and poL were presented in chapter 3, section 3.5. As mentioned therein, the OL

CROW-OFDM utilises the shift orthogonal property of the CROW wavelet and has the

advantage of improved bandwidth efficiency over the NOL scheme if q is smaller than

T,þ. If the q value is equal to or larger than 7,,¡,the NOL and OL schemes are equivalent

as shown in Table 6.1 for Q:70. Notice that the calculated symbol rates are slightly

lower than the rates calculated by the multiplication of the bandwidth efficiency and the
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Figure 6.2. Spectrum of MB_CROW_OFDM signal with Ç:8. (a) spectra of 4 subchannels in one

subband, (b) spectrum of one subband, (c) spectrum of 16 subbands.

20MHz bandwidth, because the theoretical bandwidth efficiency is based on a partition

of the frequency axis with an infinite number of subcarriers.

6.3 Analysis of System Performance

In this section, we examine the multipath robustness, sensitivity to Doppler dispersion

and noise mitigation performance of the proposed MB-CROW-OFDM. The simulations

are carried out and analysed for both stationary multipath and mobile Doppler dispersive

channels using Jakes' model. Its performance is compared with that of the DFT-OFDM

specified in IEEE 802.7lalg standards.

I

I

I
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Table 6.1. Bandwidth Efficiency and Symbol Rate of MB-CROW-CFDM

6.3.1 Typical Channel lmpulse Responses (ClR) for Simulations

Based on the Jakes' moclel, the impulse responses of 8 typical channels used in the simu-

lations are calculated and notated as follows:

o CIR-1 - Stationary multipath channel (Pctth¡¡: 3, u : 0)

o CIR-2 - Stationary multipath channel (Path¡¡: 16, u : 0)

o CIR-3 - Doppler dispersive channel (Path¡¡ :3, u : 20 kmlh, f.:10 MHz)

o CIR-4 - Doppler dispersive channel (Path¡'¡ - 16, u :20 km/h, f ": l0 MHz)

o CIR-5 - Doppler dispersive channel (Path¡¡ :3, u: 60 km/h, f ":10 MHz)

o CIR-6 - Doppler dispersive channel (Path¡¡: 16, u : 60 km/h, f .: L0 MHz)

o CIR 7 - Doppler dispersive channel (Path¡¡ :3, 'u :120 km/h, .f" : 10 MHz)

o CIR 8 - Doppler dispersive channel (Path¡s : 16, u : I20 km/h, ,f.: I0 MHz)

The colresponding amplitude and phase of the CIPq h"(t),tu : 7,. ' ' ,8, are shown

in Fig. 6.3. Note that the resolution of the path interval is the sampling period of the

transmitted signal. In the following simulations, the path intelval is set to be 50ns.

q ç r!') 1u r7 RNOL (symf sec) RoL(sgmf sec) pNoL po"
1
I 9.6774e+005 5. 1700e+009 2. 9032e+006 2.9032e+007 0. 1500 1 .5000

2 7. 9976e+005 5. 1699e+009 3.0806e+006 1.5403e+007 0. 1667 0 .8333

3 7. 1703e+005 5. 1697e+009 3. 1370e+006 1.0457e+007 0. 1750 0 .5833

4 6.6932e+005 5. 1695e+009 3. 1614e+006 7. 9034e+006 0. 1800 0 .4500

6 6. 1718e+005 5. 1691e+009 3. 1813e+006 5. 3021e+006 0. 1857 0.3095

B 5.8945e+005 5. 1686e+009 3. 1890e+006 3. 9862e+006 0. 1889 0.236r
10 5.7229e+005 5. 1681e+009 3. 1928e+006 3. 1928e+006 0. 1909 0. 1909
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Figure 6.3. lmpulse response of the 8 channels

6.3.2 BER Performance ¡n Stationary Mult¡path Channels

We evaluate the BER performance of the DFT-OFDM and MB-CROW-OFDM in station-

ary multipath channels, CIR-I and CIR-2. The BER performances of the two schemes

in the AWGN channel are also evaluated for comparison purpose.

o Case L: DFT-OFDM with CP and without coding

The BER performance of DFT-OFDM is shown in Fig. 6.4.

The CIR 1 and CIR-2 channels shown in Fig. 6.3 have the delay spread of 50 ns x

2 : 100 ns and 50 ns x 15 : 750 ns. Fig. 6.4 shows that as the delay spread

approaches the length of CP (800 ns) that is 20% of the symbol length, the DFT-

OFDM scheme suffers from severe performance degradation. Notice that 64-point
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DFI-0FDM ¡n Slâl¡onâry Muhipalh Channels
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Figure 6.4. BER performance of DFT-OFDM scheme in multipath stationary channels (ClR-l and

crR-2)

FFT is used in the simulation as specified in the standards. Theoretically, the DFT-

OFDM could combat the multipath delay spread of the length of CP, however, the

performance is affected by the resolution or the length of the FFT. At the cost of

computational complexity, an FFT of 128-point or more will lead to better perfor-

mance with the same length of CP because of its better resolution. For comparison,

the BER of DFT-OFDM with 128-point FFT in the CIR 2 channel is also plotted

in Fig. 6.4.

o Case 2z MB-CROW-OFDM scheme, e:7, T-PAM/OOK

As illustratèd in Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.2 ín section 6.2, the MB-CROW-OFDM has

nonuniform spectrum. For the MB-CROW-OFDM scheme with q : 1, the band-

width difference is even greater than that of the MB-CROW-OFDM scheme with

e:3 as shown in Fig. 6.1. To illustrate the different transmission properties of the

subcha,nnels due to the nonuniform bandwidths, we plot the BER performance of

the 4 subchannels comprising one subband, through an A\¡/GN channel, in Fig. 6.5.

It is apparent that the subchannel with nariower bandwidth has better BER per-

formance due to its greater noise mitigation. For simplicity, we count the sum of

Ê

Á 'AWGN chânnel

+ClR-1 chann€l
--3-ClR 2 chennel

- B 'ClR.2 chennel
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Figure 6.5. BER performance of MB-CROW-OFDM (q:t) in AWGN channel

symbols transmitted in all subchannels and only plot an average BER performance

in the following simulations.

The BER performance of the MB-CROW-OFDM through the specified stationary
channels is plotted in Fig. 6.6 that shows improved robustness against multipath
compared to that of the DFT-OFDM as shown in Fig. 6.4. rn addition, the sNR is
10 dB lower for the same BER because of its better noise mitigation performance

based on good time-frequency localisation and orthogonality of the CROWs.

o Case 3: MB-CROW-OFDM scheme, g:2, QPSK

The BER performance of the MB-CROW-OFDM through the specified stationary
channels is plotted in Fig. 6.7.

It shows that the MB-CROW-OFDM with q : 2 has similar robustness against

multipath as the MB-CROW-OFDM with q : l. With good time-frequency lo-

calisation property, it has even better noise mitigation performance with about 15

dB improvement over the DFT-OFDM in case 1 and 5 dB improvement over the
MB-CROW-OFDM in case 2 on the overall BER performance.

-50
sNR (dB)
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--# Subchannel 3
*- Subchannel 2
---€-- Subchannel 1
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Figure 6.8. BER performance of DFT-OFDM (q:1) in Doppler dispersive channels (ClR-3 to CIR-

8)

6.3.3 BER Performance ¡n Doppler Dispersive Channels

We evaluate the BER performance of the DFT-OFDM and MB-CROW-OFDM in Doppler

Dispersive Channels, denoted by CIR-3, ' ' ' , 8. Define the Doppler scale ratio by rl : u lc,

where,u is the speed specified in section 6.3.1, and c is the speed of light. The calculated

4 is 1.85 x 10-8 for CIR 3 and CIR-4, 5.56 x 10-s for CIR-5 and CIR-6, and 1.11 x 10-7

for CIR-7 and CIR-8.

o Case L: DFT-OFDM scheme wi'th CP and without codi'ng

The BER performance of DFT-OFDM through the 6 Doppler dispersive channels is

shown in Fig. 6.8. For comparison, the BER performance in AWGN channel is also

plotted in the same figure. The plot indicates that DFT-OFDM is very sensitive to

Doppler and could only cope with the low speed of 20 km/h'

o Case 2: MB-CROW-OFDM scheme, Q: I, 4-PAM/OOK
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Figure 6.9. BER performance of MB-CROW-OFDM (q:1) in Doppler dispersive channels (ClR-3

to CIR-8)

The BER performance of the MB-CRO\ /-OFDM through the 6 Doppler dispersive

channels is plotted in Fig. 6.9. For comparison, the BER performance in AV/GN

channel is also plotted in the same figure

Fig. 6.9 shows that the MB-CROW-OFDM scheme with q : t has much better

Doppler robustness than the DFT-OFDM scheme. However, it can not cope with the

vehicle speed of 120 km/h in CIR 7 and CIR-8 channels. To obtain more details, a

plot of the BER performance of the 4 OFDM subchannels with different bandwidths

in CIR-7 and CIR-8 channels is shown in Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.11. It indicates that for

both channels, the subchannel with the narrowest bandwidth is still robust, however,

the other 3 subchannels do not work because the Doppler dispersion has greater

effect on the subcarrier waveforms because of its larger bandwidth. Combined with
frequency selective fading, the CIR-8 with larger number of paths suffers from more

ISI and has more degraded performance than CIR-7.

o Case 3: MB-CROW-OFDM scheme, g:2, QPSK

-20 5

--+-AWGN channel
---€- CIR-3 channel
+- CIR-4 channel
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Figure 6.10. BER performance of 4 subchannels (q:1) in ClRT channel
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Figure 6.12. BER performance of MB-CROW-OFDM (q:2) in Doppler dispersive channels (ClR-3

to CIR-B)

The BER performance of MB-CROW-OFDM for channel CIR 3 to CIR 8 is shown

in Fig. 6.12. The BER performance in AWGN channel is plotted fol comparison.

As shown in Fig. 6.12, MB-CROW-OFDM with e : 2 has even better Doppler

robustness than the MB-CRO\ /-OFDM with q : 1 and work in the channels with
signifrcant Doppler scale ratio as in CIR-7 and CIR-8. This improvement is due to
moreuniformbandwidthsof subchannelswithascalefactor of Sl2insteadof 2. The

difference between the bandwidths is less significant than in case 2, therefore the

subchannel with the greatest bandwidth could still cope with the Doppler dispersion

in CIR-7 and CIR-8.

6.4 Conclusions

The main contributions of this chapter are summarised in the following together with
some remarks

-20 -15 -10 5

--+-AWGN channel
---€- CIR-3 channel
---+- CIR-4 channel
--+- CIR-S channel
----t- CIR-6 channel
+ClR-7 channel

CIR-8 channel
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L) An MB-CROW-OFDM scheme is .designed which is able to cope with the

Doppler dispersion due to terminal motions particularly for mobile WLANs.

Current OFDM-based \MLAN standards, e.g. IEEE 802.71.a1g, feature discrete

Fourier transform (DFT)-based OFDM that provides high bandwidth efficiency but is

very sensitive to Doppler dispersion. In comparison, the MB-CROW-OFDM scheme pro-

vides a solution of designing WLAN terminals that are more robust to multipath and

Doppler dispersion. It could provide high bit rate that is comparable or higher than that

in current standards, and can be utilised in a fully mobile outdoor environment as well as

the stationary indoor environments. Based on the good time-frequency localisation and

orthogonality of the CROWs that form the subcarriers of the CROW-OFDM scheme,

significant noise mitigation performance is also achieved.

2) Explicit formulae are derived for the baseband MB-CRO\M-OFDM signal

construction, and the calculation of the available symbol rate.

The design parameters for the MB-CROW-OFDM signal construction can be cal-

culated based on the design formulae (6.1), (6.2), (6.3), (6.4) for both overlapped and

non-overlapped signalling. A few design examples are given for the MB-CROW-OFDM

with different q values. It is worth noting that for the CROW-OFDM scheme wit}:' q > 2,

the shift-2 orthogonality of the CROWs (as demonstrated in section 2.4) can be utilised,

which further increases the available symbol rates.

3) The BER performance of the MB-CRO\M-OFDM is analysed and com-

pared with the DFT-OFDM specifled in standards, for both stationary mul-

tipath and Doppler dispersive channels, using Jakes' Model.

For a comparison with the schemes in current WLAN standards, the simulation is

set at the 5 GHz band with signal bandwidth of 20 MHz. However, the system analysis

is based on baseband signal processing. Therefore, the extension is straightforward to

the possible 5.9 GHz band specified in IEEE 802.l1p standard. This standard is under

development specifically for the communication between high-speed vehicles and between

vehicles and the roadside infrastructure'
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It is worth noting that for the MB-CROW-OFDM with higher q values, the band-

widths of subchannels become more unifor-m as shown in Fig. 6.2. Combined with good

time-frequency localisation and orthogonality properties, it leads to the robustness of the

scheme in time and frequency dispersive channels as shown in section 6.3.3. In addition,

the IvIB-CR.OW-OFDiVI scheme can be simplified to the single banci CROW-OFDM with

one tree structured synthesis FB in the transmitter and analysis FB in the receiver. How-

ever, higher q values lead to longer synthesis/analysis filter lengths in the FB branches,

and thus inclease the computational complexity.

We summarise the specifications of simulated DFT-OFDM and MB-CRO\ /-OFDM

in the following table.

Table 6.2. Comparison of specifications for DFT-OFDM and MB-CROW-OFDM

MB-CROl4r-0FDM

20

M-PAM(q=1) ; M-PSK(q>1)

64

NOL: 2.90 (q={); 3.08 (q=2)

0L: 29.04 (q=t); I5.4L (q=Z)

NOL: 0.15 (q=1); 0.15 (q=2)

0L: 1.54 (q=1); 0.77 (q=2)

o(¡/) (Fhrr)

No

Low

Yes

Good

Scheme DFT-OFDM r¡ith GI

Bl,l (MHz) 20

Nunber of

Subcarriers

52 (48 data,

4 pilot subcarriers)
Modulation M-PSK

Synbol Rate (Msps) 1,2

Ba¡dwidth Efficiency 0.6

Computational

Complexity
O(// log I/) (FFr)

Uniforn Ba¡dwidth Yes

Synchronisation

Requirenent
High

Sensitivity to
Analog Carrier 0ffset

Yes

Multipath Robustness
Good

(Delay Spread < GI)

Doppler Robustness Poor
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Chapter 7

Conclusronsa

7.1 Summary of Main Contributions

The main contributions of the thesis are summarised as follows'

Chapter 2: Real and Complex Rational Orthogonal 
.Wavelets

o Explicit formulae (2.11), (2.12) were derived for a special class of RROWs with

rational dilation factor of a : f, which has good time-frequency localisation

property desirable for communication applications.

o The time-frequency localisation property of the RROWs was analysed.

e A theoretical proof was given for the argument that the Hilbert transform of one

wavelet forms another wavelet from the MRA point of view.

o A generalised method was proposed to construct complex wavelets under the frame-

work of rational MRA(M), where M is a rational number.

o A new family of complex wavelets - CROWs r'¡/as proposed which form a complex

MRA approximately.

o Time-domain FWT algorithms were derived for RROWs and CROWs'

o A generalised solution was proposed for the design of rational sampling FB with

good PR and SI properties based on the tree-structured FWT FB.
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Chapter 3: CROW-based Orthogonal Fhequency Division Multiplexing

o A new OFDM scheme was proposed based on the CROWs proposed in chapter 2

o The PSD and bandwidth efficiency of the CROW-OFDM scheme vrere analysed,

which revealed that a special case of CROW-OFDM with e: L, achieves significant

improvement on bandwidth efficiency that reaches 1.5 times the 'maximum' value 1

symbol/Hz/s achieved by discrete Fourier transform (DFT) based OFDM without
cyclic prefix (CP)

o The CROW-OFDM transceiver was designed based on the FWT FB proposed in

chapter 2.

Chapter 4: CRO'W's Application to lJnderwater Acoustic Communications

o A transmultiplexer system model was proposed based on wavelet pulse signaling

in the transmitter to characterize a multipath/Doppler channel and the recovery

of Doppler compensated signal based on perfect reconstruction (PR) wavelet filter

banks (FBs).

o It was demonstrated in this chapter that the transmultiplexer structure for broad-

band Doppler compensation is equivalent to an tr-th order diversity system, which

forms the basis of the optimum receiver design.

o Optimum receivers were designed for the proposed system structure based on the

maximum likelihood (ML) criterion. Two types of receivers were designed. Com-

pared with the type 1 receiver which is based on the traditional optimal correla-

tion/matched filtering demodulators, the type 2 receiver with modified demodula-

tion structure is superior with its robustness against severe time synchronisation

erïoï.

o Theoretical derivation of the probability of error for the two receivers was given

together with supporting Monte Carlo simulations.

c The tradeoff between system parameters was discussed, and the corresponding eval-

uation formulae were derived so that we have full control of the system performance

by selecting the parameters to suit specific communication scenarios.
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Chapter 5: CROW's Application to UWB IR Communications

o The PSK modulation was proposed for UWB IR communications based on complex

UWB pulses.

o Two classes of complex UWB pulses were proposed based on complex Gaussian

wavelets and the CROWs respectively. Formulae in closed form (5.9), (5.21) were

derived for a full control of the time and frequency properties of the designed UWB

pulses.

o A novel PSK demodulator was proposed based on complex wavelet signalling which

has unique robustness against timing jitter'

Chapter 6: CRO'W's Application to Radio Vehicular Communications

o An MB-CROW-OFDM scheme was designed which is able to cope with the Doppler

dispersion due to terminal motions particularly for mobile wLANs [36].

o Explicit formulae (6.1), (6.2), (6.3), (6.4) were derived for the baseband MB-CROW-

OFDM signal construction, and the calculation of the available symbol rate.

o The BER performance of the MB-CROW-OFDM was analysed and compared with

the DFT-OFDM specifred in standards, for both stationary multipath and Doppler

dispersive channels using Jakes' Model.

7.2 Reflections on Future Work

The work in this thesis leads to the extension to the following topics that are left for the

future work.

1-) Construction of Complex'Wavelets Under the FYamework of Rational MRA

and Rational'Wavelet FBs

In chapter 2, we proposed a generalised method to construct complex wavelets whqse

real and imaginary parts form a Hilbert transform pair. An orthogonal condition on the

spectrum of the real part of the wavelet was derived. The proposed CROWs satisfy the
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condition not exactly but with high fidelity and form an approximate complex MRA. One

of the wavelets that form the exact complex MRA is the Littlewood-Parley wavelet [16],

while finding other appropriate wavelets under the exact orthogonal condition is still

an open problem. In addition, finding the equivalent orthogonality condition under the

framework of rational wavelet FBs is also an interesting issue ancl requires more investi-

gation.

2) Broadband UWA Doppler Compensation and Multichannel Equalisation
Design Based on a Physical Raytracing Model

In chapter 4, the proposed Doppler compensation scheme is based on a theoretical

multipath/Doppler channel model. Notice that to focus on the resolution of the multi-

scale nature of multipath/Doppler channels) we assume a slow fading frequency-selective

multipath/Doppler channel which can be resolved into multiple nearly ideal flat fading

subchannels, that is, the attenuation and delay coefficients for each multipath are constant

for certain subchannels as shown in equatio

L

h(r) :D, pnd(" - ,n). (7.1)
(.:t

The designed receiver structure can also be extended to suit more general fast fading/time-

variant channel conditions where the channel impulse response can be expressed as

L

h(t,r): t pn(t)õ(r - r¿(t)). (7.2)
t:t

A multiple-equaliser structure with each equaliser adaptive to the impulse response of each

subchannel that has been resolved by the designed receiver structure, can be implemented

straightforwardly to address the frequency selective slow/fast fading of the subchannels. It
has been demonstrated by existing researches [73] that the multiple subchannel equalisers

outperform the single channel equaliser in many aspects.

More detailed analysis of the proposed Doppler compensation scheme based on the

physical UWA chaunel and taking account of the time-variance of the channel and mul-

tichannel equalisation design in the leceiver is worth more research effort.

3) Peak-to-Average-Power-Ratio (PAPR) Reduction of the CRO\M-OFDM
signal
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A common problem in multicarrier modulation systems is the possibility of high peaks

in transmitted signals, known as the high PAPR. As reported in [26], wavelet based or-

thogonal frequency division modulation or O\MDM, has the PAPR that is equal to that

of DFT-based OFDM system. There are many existing techniques to reduce the PAPR

of a multicarrier modulation system, e.g. the clipping/filtering methods [28], [29], [11],

coding based techniques [10], [33], [41], [S5], [43], phase rotation based techniques in-

cluding the partial transmit sequences (PTS) based techniques [5S], [24], [37], [50] and

selected mapping (SLM) [87], [15], as well as combined coding, clipping and/or phase

rotation methods [20], [9]. Generally, these techniques are applicable directly to improve

the PAPR of the proposed CROW-OFDM scheme in the thesis, however, a detailed ex-

amination of this issue for a specific CROW-OFDM system would be worthwhile.

4) Combined PSK and PPM Modulation Schemes Based on Complex UWB

Pulses

Besides the inherent advantages of PSK modulation which lead to high power effi-

ciency and high data rate, the proposed PSK scheme in the UWB communication context

provides a more flexible way to construct new modulation schemes, such as combined

PSK and PPM modulation and combined PSK, PAM and PPM modulation, which are

able to take advantage of the benefits of different modulation schemes and achieve an

optimal tradeoff to suit a specific application.

The detailed comparison with other modulation options and new combined modula-

tion schemes is worth investigation addressing the analysis on BER performance versus

timing jitter and SNR, signal bandwidth efficiency, pov/er efficiency and tradeoffs of the

system performance.

5) cRow-based Multiband (MB) uwB OFDM Systems with Doppler Ro-

bustness

Multiband (MB) UWB OFDM systems play an important role in U\ /B communica-

tions [32], [57], l72l,l7Il. In chapter 5, we discussed the construction of MB UWB based

on the combination of complex UWB pulses relatively longer than the conventional pulse

Iength. Notice that ìt is a direct extension of the UWB IR scheme based on non-modulated

baseband design. The groundwork in chapter 3 on the CROW-based OFDM provides a
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more flexible solution to construct MB U\ /B OFDM systems based on modulated CROW

wavelet pulses.

The performance analysis of the CROW-based MB UWB OFDM scheme based on

the UWB channel models worths more efforts.

6) Optimal Resource Allocation for CROW-OFDM Based Mobile WLANs

As a wavelet-based OFDM scheme, CROW-OFDM has an important feature that is
the non-uniform bandwidths of the subchannels. This feature facilitates the implementa-

tion of multi-rate transmission for multiple services with different data rate requirements.

Compared with the uniform bandwidth structure of the DFT-OFDM scheme in the cur-

rent standards, it generates new design of resource allocation techniques based on the

non-uniform subchannel bandwidths. More investigation on the optimal resource alloca-

tion algolithm and the possible cross layer design solutions for the CROW-OFDM mobile

WLANs would be required.

7) Double Single-Sidebanded CROW-OFDM Modulation

Notice that the proposed CROW-OFDM scheme is based on the complex wavelet

baseband subcarriers and combined with sinusoidal modulation to move the baseband

spectrum to the required bandwidth. The information of the transmitted symbols is

carried by the phase of the CROW-based subcarriers. By utilising the sinusoidal carriers

as well to carry phase information as in the conventional OFDM scheme, it leads to

another dimension of freedom in orthogonal division multiplexing and achieves higher

data rates. It could be termed as a Double Single-Sidebanded CROW-OFDM scheme in

light of its spectrum features. A systematic analysis of this scheme under various channel

conditions would be interesting.
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Appendix A

2

4.1 Proof of Theorem 2

The proof of Theorem 2 proposed in section 2.4 is given as follows.

Proof : The proof of the theorem is equivalent to the verification of the two claims in

section 2.4in regard to the conditions in Definition 1. The proof of (iv) in Definition 1

for claim 1) is independent of the choice of ¿ and reduces to the following identity

Appendices for Chapter

D tôt, +2kn)l' : r, ø e IR.

k€z

(A.1)

Since we have l.î,(")l : lO(r)l andlrrrlÕ(ø+ 2kn)12: 1, the verification is immediate'

The proof of (i) indefinition 1is as follows: Since I/3 CV¡+t, we have

ó¡,,(t): t b*,nó¡+r,n(t),, n:0,1, " ,Q - r, (A.2)

kez

as shown in [16], which is equivalent to

A@-i u) : o-È Ðbn,n"-nka-uir)q "-¿na-iu 
çço-U+t) r¡ (A 3)

KEL

for some {b*,n} e l,z. Fromthe definition of Hilbert transform, we have ô1r¡ : -jsgn(ø)O(ø),
where the Sgn function sgn(.) returns the sign of number cu. Therefore we have the relation
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that

o ço- 
i r¡ : 

"- 
+ D bn,¡s-ika- 

ti +t), 

"-ino- 
i, (-z)sgn(ø) a @- 

ø +r) a)
k€v.

: 
"-+Dbn,p¿-itea-u+t),"-ino-iu6@-U+Ð.,). (A 4)

kez

This prove"V¡ c I4*r. 1lh" verification of ii) and iii) is immediate with the proof of i)
and iv).

The proof of claim 2) consists of 3 points:

1. the orthonormality of $çt¡ tn"t the set {",it(t - kq), k e Z} f.orms an orthonormal

basis for trÎl¡.

2. W¡ ct¡*r, j e Z.

3. W¡ tV,, ¡ e Z.

Firstly, since we have the orthonormality of tþ(t) that D* lV(, + 2kqtr)12 : 1 and there

is lÛ(ø)l : lrlr(a.l)1, it follows that f*¡Û(ø+ 2kqtr)12: l which proves the first point.

For the proof of the second point, it is similar to the proof of V¡ c Û¡a1. Since we have

W¡ C V¡a1 which gives us the relationú(a-iu):Ðnezdke-ik'Q(a-(i+r)rr, the Hilbert
transform of ü(ø-iø) can be expressed as

v1"-ir¡:P*d,¡e-ik'Q(a-(i+r)rr. (A b)

This prove"W¡ ct¡¡1. For the third point, by the Parseval formula, the orthogonality

of W¡ to I/¡ is equivalent to requiring that

în: [ ûir¡,î,.1r¡ e-it,da :0. (A.6)
"/m

(4.6) can be derived directly from the condition tlnat W¡ I I/3 which has the relation

l'tn: 
Joú(ø)O-(ø)e-it,du 

:0, (A 7)

and therefore

t'
I eù sgn(ø)V(ø)i sgn(ø)Õ. (u)e-i¿'du

-/m
Ia

0
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A.2 Definitions of R-function, Riesz Basis, R-wavelets

and Frames

A brief review of the definitions of R-function, Riesz Basis, R-wavelets and Frames are

given in the following. Readers are referred to Chui's l22l for more details.

R-function: A function T/ e ¿'z(re) is called an R-function if tþ¡,* defrned by tþ¡,¡ ::
2jlzqþ(2ir - k), i,k e Z, is a Riesz basis of ¿'(R).

Riesz basis: A set of functions {þ¡,*, j,l" e Z} is a Riesz basis of ¿'(R) if the lin-

ear span ol rþj,x, j,k e Zis dense in 12(R) and the positive constants A and B exist, with

0 < A< B < oo, such that

All{c¡,r}llï < ll t \ ci,*Þi,rll?,<nll{c¡,n}ll?,, (A e)

j:-oo fr:-æ

for all doubly bi-infinite square-summable sequences {C¡,n} that is

oo

ll{c¡,*}lli,': D I lc¡,*l'<- (A 10)

j:-oo k:-oo

R-uaaeleú: An R-function ?, € ¿'z(R) is called an R-wavelet (or wavelet) if there exists

a function I e l'z(re), such that {tþ¡,ù and, {rþ¡,n} are a dual basis of ¿'(R) in the sense

that

< rþ¡,n,tþt,* ) : 6¡a6n-^, i,k,l,m e Z,

where the inner product ( ',' ) is defined by

I f ,g ):: t: f (r)s(r)dr, (A 12)

g(z) is the complex conjugate of g(r), and ô,,, n e Z is the Kronecker Delta function

defined by

n+0
n:0

(A.13)

(A 11)

0

1

õn::
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4.3 Derivation of Sh¡ft-2 Orthogonality of CROWs

FYarn'es: A function d,l e ¿2(m.) is said to generate a frame ,þto'j,n of tr2(lR), if the

condition holds that,

\fßs t l<f,rþuo,j,*>l'< Blllllï, /€¿2(R), (,q.14)
i,k€z

where

,þao,i,* ': 2j/zE12tt - kbo), (4.1b)

and b¡ is a fixed constant called "sampling rate". The norm ll/ll, i. defined by

l/il, ': {/- v@)t'o-}t (A 16)

A,,B arc called the frame bounds. If A: B, the frame is called a tight frame.

4.3 Derivation of Shift-2 Orthogonal¡ty of CROWs

Following the orthogonality condition of the CROWs in section 2.4 and the derivation of
the constraint on the spectrum of ,r/(ú) as

Ar : s 
llr* 

vf"rr)\Ir.(ø)e-i, ø(akn-m) d,,,1 : o, k,n,m e z, (A.12)

the shift-2 orthogonality leads to the condition formulated by

Ãz : s 
llr* 

vt"rr)ú.(a)e-2iu(akn-rn)¿rl : o, k,n,m e z, (4.18)

where S['] returns the imaginary part of a complex signal. The condition (4.18) is equiv-

alent to the condition (4.17) and holds exactly when lkl > 2 due to the compact support

and non-overlapped spectra of the CROW wavelet basis functions in subspaces W¡ and

{w¡*u, lkl > 2}.

In the case when lc : Ll, the term itri(aø)V-(ø) forms the overlapped spectrum of
the two wavelet basis functions in two neighboring subspaces. It has a very small value

in the frequency domain and leads to small values of .R1 and l?2 after multiplying with
any sinusoidal signals (e-i'ø(okn-^) for,B1 and 

"-2iø(akn-m) 
for Az).

In the case when k:0, there are

Ar:s I [''*'" lv(r) 12"-i,a,da], ne z, (A.19)- LJ., I \ /' I'
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and

Êz:sl [,,'*"" lv(r) 1'"-'n'*¿r], n€2, (4.20)- lJ., I
where ø1 is defined in (2.13). For Littlewood Paley wavelet [16], there is lV(ø)l :1, utt 1

lul 3 ai, * 2¡r. Therefore,

Ar:S e-xuqnd,ü) :0, ne Z (A 21)

For the CROWs defined in2.72, when q gets larger, the spectrum of V(ø) gets more sym-

metric and leads to a very small integral .Rr when lV(r)l' is multiplied by the sinusoidal

signal 
"-iuQn, 

e ) 2., which is related to the shift-q orthogonality of the CROWs. More-

over, for all q values) very small integrals lB2 defined in (4.20) are achieved when lV(r)l'
is multiplied by sinusoidal signals e-"'n, r ) 2, which leads to the shift-2 orthogonality

wit,h r :2.

An analytic evaluation of ,R1 by calculating

Rqn:1 ,þ(o*t),rttft - nq) > (A.22)

is shown in Fig. 2.10, which illustrates good approximation of the orthogonality condition

for the CROWs. Similarly, an evaluation of

Rk,n:1rþ(oot),rttA - 2r) > (4.23)

shown in Fig. A.1 illustrates that the shift-2 orthogonality holds with high fidelity.

A.4 Derivation of Simplified RROW Anal sis FB

We start from the direct rational sampling FB design method in [a7]. The filters in the

equivalent q-channel analysis FB are defined by

unQ): "dnH*)Q), (A.24)

where d¿:.1p.¿lq) (lrl denotes the largest integer not greater than r), t¿: p 'i mod

q and H["), ..., H[!, ut" the polyphase components of -É1 with respect to q. Considering

the special case of p: q * 1, the definition is equivalent to

u'n?): "iH[")Q), (4.25)

l2tr
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Figure 4.1. Cross corre at¡on of the scaled and shifted wavelet basis functions by integer 2.

where i:0,... ,Ç - 1. The polyphase expression of the equivalent filter 11 in the single

branch is

H(z): n[")çzny + z-1u!")çzn) +...+ zq-r+[")ren). (A.26)

The resemblance of the FBs in Fig. 2.11 and Fig. 2.15 infers the relation that

Ho('): 'oiIl")Q), @z7)

where Hn("),'i : 0,... ,e - 1 are the filters in the rational orthogonal analysis FB in
Fig. 2.11. ft[")Q),i:0,.'- ,Q- 1 are the polyphase components of fI with respect to q.

ã is the equivalent single branch filter we seek, and can be expressed by

nlr¡: u[")çro¡ + "-'nÍ")(zo) +...+ "o-'É[!rQo). (A.28)

Based on the definition of it¿(z) in equation 2.21, wehave

Ho("): z-"ilIo(z), i:0,... ,q- 7. (,{.29)

Substituting (4.29) and (4.28) into (4.28), we have

Uç"¡: Ho(tn) + z-\+p+s)Ho(rn) +...+ "-@-r)(t+n+ùiyoç"u¡. 
(A.30)
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Defining A(z):l* z-1 * z-2 +...+ r-(o-t), the equivalent filter,F/ is expressed as

nç"¡: AQ0+a+ø)¡Ho(rn). (A..31)
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Appendices for Chapter 4

B.L Derivation of ProbabilitY of Error Pnr for the Type-l

Receiver

The output noise variable is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance

1L
o" : iNoDo-"'. (8.1)

t:7

Assume that all amplitude levels are equally likely a pri,ori,. the average probability of a

symbol error is the probabitity that the noise variable exceeds in magnitude one-half of

the distance between the received signal levels which is valued at

L
(B 2)d(à") : ar/Ç\ ot

(.:t

Taking account of the fact that when either one of the two outside levels is transmitted,

an eïror can occuï in one direction only, and so we have

P^,:M-r 2 [* ,-#ar. (B.B)rM- M 6Jo,t;tt_,oi
By substituting (8.1) into equation (8.3)' we have

P7,7
M -7 2

M J2"

2(M - t) 2d2en

e-'" l2 d,r

', Pù2 (8 4)
M Nsl!:ta-ae
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8.2 Derivation of Probability of Error P¡7 for the Type-2 Receiver

8.2 Derivation of Probabili ty of Error Pxa for the Type-2

Receiver

The output noise random variable for the subchannel with Doppler scale of aot can be

expressed as
N¿y: t lx,l, (B 5)
t:L

where l/¿ is the filter length and X¿ is a generalised Rayleigh distributed random variable

with 1 degree of freedom whose probability density function (PDF) is

P(")
"_*f2o2 ,r 

) 0

The output noise variable Y can be rewritten as Y : lx'l where X' \s a Gaussian random

variable with zero mean and variance N¿o2. Notice that to calculate the tail probability for

the type 2 receiver, although the cumulative distribution function (CDF) is single-sided,

the PDF of noise is two times the PDF of noise for the type 1 receiver on the positive side.

Therefore for the same noise threshold, the CDFs are equivalent. The probability of error

for the type 2 receiver follows the same derivation for the type 1 receiver by substituting

the ontput noise component and signal component of the type 2 receiver.

The output noise variable is equivalent to a Gaussian random variable with zero mean

and variance

(B 7)

The one-half of the distance between the signal levels is given by

L

1L
o' : )Nof a-3o,¡/¿

z /-l
(.:1.

(8.6)

(B 8)

(B e)

d(à') : d,r/%Ðlpnlp'
(.:r

Analogously to the derivation of (B. ) from (8.2), we have the probability of error P¡y4

given from (8.8) as

2(M - 1)
Pxa a

2c12en(l!:rlpn), t'?o

NoÐl:ra-SoeN¿
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